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CHAPTER I

THE MARYLAND STATE ARTS COUNCIL

History
The Maryland State Arts Council (MSAC) was established
in 1967, as an autonomous agency of the state government to
distribute line-item appropriations to the major arts
institutions in the state. Even though, as stated in its
founding legislation, the mission of the newly formed Arts
Council was to create a nurturing environment for all the
arts throughout the state, it was believed, at the time of
its inception, that the only arts that deserved to receive
public funding were presented by the five already
established major arts organizations (Backus 1992). These
included the Baltimore Museum of Art, The Baltimore
Symphony, The Baltimore Opera, The Maryland Ballet and
Center Stage, all of which were located in Baltimore City.
/

During its first five years, as the Council slowly expanded
to include other arts organizations, the major portion of
its funds supported these institutions.
In 1972, during the first restructuring of the state
government, the legislature reconsidered the Council's
independent position and decided to place it under the
auspices of one of the state's major departments. Because of
the assumption that arts organizations offer primarily non
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dollar benefits and have little economic impact on the
state's allocation, the Council was placed within the
Department of Housing and Community Development, the
social/welfare agency of the state. As a social agency, the
Council continued to expand its focus and actively searched
throughout the state to identify and to assist high quality
arts activity regardless of the size or longevity of the
organization (Grant Narrative 1992).
During the next ten years the Council was able to
expand its programming to financially assist not only
established and emerging arts organizations but also to
encourage and to support the work of individual artists. It
began an effort to organize the art focus within the state
towards a common goal: to ensure that all citizens of
Maryland were able to enjoy the benefits of the arts
regardless of race, religion, or ethnic background (Planning
Document 1992). The Arts Council continued to prosper and to
expand through the next fifteen economically prosperous
years of the state.
In 1986, the state government was again restructured by
the newly elected governor. A new department, the Department
of Economic and EmploYment Development (DEED), was created
and administrated by a newly appointed secretary who had a
strong interest and appreciation for the arts (Backus 1992).
He

conBequ~atly

invited the Arts Council to join the new

department and to abandon its social/welfare status. The
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Executive Director of the Arts Council believed this to be a
fortuitous opportunity to change the government's attitude
towards the Arts Council and accepted the invitation. He
also felt that it was important for the Council to be under
the care of a department secretary who showed a
predisposition towards the needs of the arts in the state.
One of the first tasks the new secretary promised to
accomplish was to prove that the arts actually were an
economic asset to the state and deserved to receive larger
allocations from state funding. The new secretary initiated
an economic impact study of arts organizations throughout
the state and convinced the state legislature that the arts,
by the creation of indirect business for the community, the
number of jobs generated, the non-dollar educational
benefits of the arts, and the income realized from community
participation in support of arts organizations, were
actually creating current and future economic growth
incentives for the state (Mulcahy 1982,215). For a time
this stabilized the future of the Arts Council and increased
the budget allocation from four million dollars a year to
seven million dollars. As long as the new secretary remained
in position and the state continued to experience its span
of economic growth, the MSAC, state arts organizations,
artists and audiences could enjoy the freedom and security
of high quality artistic growth and development.
Unfortunately, neither continued for very long.
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By 1990 the state began to experience serious deficit
problems and the secretary of DEED, who supported the arts,
had resigned. The new secretary not only questioned why the
Arts Council was located in the Department of Economic and
EmploYment Development, but also the credibility of its very
existence during a serious economically depressed period.
In 1991 and 1992 the Arts Council experienced cuts of
over a million dollars each year plus a 10% recall of
awarded grant money. More devastating was the cut that took
place after grants had been awarded for the upcoming fiscal
year, 1993. Legislatures cut the already awarded grant money
in half and reabsorbed the funds to help curtail the state
deficit. It was promised that the money would be reallocated
for distribution if the financial conditions of the state
improved, but this was not likely (Backus 1992). On
September 12, 1992, at a meeting of the departments of the
state government, the Arts Council was assured that no more
major cuts were planned for 1993. However the fate of 1994
had not yet been decided.
In spite of increased criticism and suggestions to
disband the Arts Council, its existence is now protected by
the wishes of the current governor who seems to understand
the needs and the benefits of protecting the growing
cultural environment in the state. For the time being, in
spite of decreased budget, reduced staff, increased
workloads and dormant programming, the Arts Council
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continues to accomplish its task to make high quality arts
activity available to all citizens of Maryland.

Mission
As stated in the Maryland State Arts Council's
Planning Document, the mission of the Arts Council is to
identify, develop, and sustain artistic excellence wherever
it exists within Maryland; to make art of high quality
increasingly available to all citizens; and to encourage the
active and supportive relationship between artists and the
public which is essential to the cultural development of the
State (Enacting Legislation 1985).
To carry out its mission, the Maryland State Arts
Council awards grants to not-for-profit, tax-exempt arts
organizations to help provide programming and special arts
projects for the community; and to individual artists who
exhibit high quality artistic development. Technical and
advisory assistance is also provided to qualifying
individuals and organizations, through one of the Art
Council's programs.

Long Range Goals and Objectives
According to the information in the Maryland State
Arts Council Planning Document (Planning Document 1992, 1),
the goals of the Council are:
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GOAL I: To support artists and arts organizations
in their pursuit of artistic excellence.
The objectives of this goal are to identify and to
assist the development and success of arts organizations in
the state and to create an environment in which the careers
of individual artists can flourish. These objectives can be
accomplished by offering a stable level of operating support
to organizations, regardless of size or location, and by
increasing the availability of career opportunities and
financial support to individual artists.
GOAL II: To insure the accessibility of the arts
to all citizens.
The objectives of this goal are to develop an
understanding and respect for all cultural traditions in the
state and to help arts organizations and communities
throughout the state to make the arts available to all
Maryland citizens. These goals can be met by supporting
programming that addresses the needs of minorities and
citizens living in rural areas, and by insisting that arts
organizations in the state make their facilities and
programming available and accessible to individuals with
disabilities.
GOAL III: To help arts organizations achieve
financial stability and effective
management.
The objectives are to improve the organizational
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development of art organizations in Maryland by improving
administrative and managerial conditions within
organizations, and to stabilize the financial security of
struggling arts organizations. This can be accomplished by
providing general operating support to organizations that
present proven and continuing quality artistic programming;
by encouraging local businesses to provide effective
management assistance to needy organizations; and by
encouraging financial support by local business and
foundation organizations of long term endowment assistance
for arts programming in their communities.
GOAL IV: To provide statewide awareness of arts
resources and opportunities.
The objectives of this goal are to encourage and to
assist artists and arts organizations to share their
individual resources with each other and to provide a forum
for artists, arts organizations and the community to
exchange information, to discuss current issues and to solve
common problems. This can be accomplished by creating a
network of communication through which the Maryland State
Arts Council, acting as the central organization, public and
private organizations, artists and the community are able to
exchange and disseminate information and ideas concerning
the state's art resources, policies, and organizational
programming. A better informed community would facilitate
the task of increasing arts awareness among the general
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public and encouraging public participation in and support
f~r

the arts.

Programs and Services
The Maryland Arts Council offers the following
programs and services through which funds can be granted:
1) Community Arts Development Program - Through this
program the Arts Council supports each of the state's
twenty-three county arts councils and the council in
Baltimore City. Each receives a basic grant allotment with
additional funds made available based on population. The
funds are to be used to support operating expenses and to
provide support for arts programming presented by local
organizations and artists. A serious effort is made to
insure that the percentage of money used for

operating

expenses is not disproportionate to the amount allocated for
regranting to arts programming in the county.
2) Artists in Education Program - Matching funds are
made available through the MSAC to provide arts programming,
residencies, and visits by artists to schools and
educational settings. The goals of the program are to
increase the awareness of students and teachers of the wide
range of arts disciplines, to cultivate an appreciation of
and support for artistic accomplishment, and to encourage
the development and participation of potential young artists
in the Maryland arts community.
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3) Individual Artists Program -

This program offers

grants to help initiate and support projects by individual
Maryland artists who exhibit creative excellence in their
disciplines. Grants are awarded in choreography, music
composition, playwriting, fiction, poetry, media, visual
arts, new genre/performing arts and new genre/visual arts.
4) Grants to Major Institutions -

The MSAC offers

support for special projects and 10% of the general
operating expenses to cultural institutions in the state
that have an annual operating budget of at least one million
dollars. There are now six major arts institutions in
Maryland: two art museums, a sYmphony orchestra, an opera
company, and two theater organizations, the majority of
which are still located in Baltimore City.
5) General Operating and Special Projects Grants for
Arts Organizations - Support is available to
Maryland tax-exempt and not-for-profit organizations for
general operating expenses, programming, and accessibility
improvements through one of the following art categories:
children's events, visual arts, music, dance, theater,
literature, media, folk arts/heritage, and multi-discipline.
6) Maryland Folklife Program - This program provides
research and technical assistance to individuals and
organizations for identifying, documenting, and presenting
Maryland traditional artists and folk culture. Support is
also available for ethnic, regional, occupational or
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religious traditions, skills, customs and practices of non
Western origins.
7) Grants to Non-Arts Organizations - The Arts Council
offers assistance to schools, colleges, libraries, churches
and community centers or organizations that provide arts
related programming and special projects to the public.
8) Arts Advancement Program - This program provides
technical assistance and management support services to
producing and presenting arts organizations with budgets of
less than one million dollars. Assistance is provided
through a four phase program:
Phase 1 - Free seminars are offered at locations
throughout the state discussing general management,
strategic planning, financial management, fundraising,
marketing, public relations, board development, and
legal issues.
Phase 2 - Twenty organizations are chosen from
those that attended the seminars offered during Phase
1, and each organization receives a two-day on-site
management audit.
Phase 3 - Ten of the twenty organizations that
received management audits are provided a three year
planning consultation.
Phase 4 - For the organizations that successfully
complete Phase 3, $10,000 is awarded for each year of
the three year plan. This $30,000 must be matched by
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the organization and the match used as a cash
reserve or to establish an interest-bearing endowment.
9) Maryland Medici Program - This is an initiative
program of the Arts Council to encourage the businesses of
Maryland to strengthen their support for the arts. Grants
are awarded for the alliance of an arts organization or an
individual artist with a business or corporation for the
development and enhancement of the arts through programming
or marketing techniques. The program also encourages and
offers non-dollar assistance to businesses for the purchase
of artwork by local artists.
Unfortunately, because of the gross state budget cuts
to the Arts Council over the past two years, the successful
Arts Advancement Program and the newly organized Maryland
Medici Program have been suspended. Thanks to matching funds
obtained through the Challenge and Advancement Grants
Program at the National Endowment for the Arts, funds were
secured for the completion of the four phase Arts
Advancement grants previously awarded to eligible
organizations. There is fear however, that the Individual
Artists Program will be in jeopardy for the 1994 fiscal
year.

Management Structure
The Maryland State Arts Council is, like most other
state arts councils, unique among all the agencies within
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the Maryland State government system in that it still
possesses the independent governing structure established at
its inception (Mulcahy 1982, 200). Instead of control being
exerted by an advisory board as in most state agencies, the
Arts Council is governed by a Council of governor-appointed
individuals representing the arts and business communities
throughout the state. The governing Council possesses,
through the Enacting Legislation and By-Laws which created
the Arts Council, all the powers, duties and
responsibilities experienced by the Board of Directors for
other non-profit arts organizations. Like board members,
they receive no salary or benefits for contributing their
time or expertise. The Council members, however, are not
expected to directly contribute to the support of the Arts
Council (Wolf 1990, 30).
By-Laws of the Arts Council clearly state the
objectives, powers, and responsibilities of the Council
members. The Council makes and enforces all arts policy for
the state and approves decisions with information supplied
by the staff of the Arts Council. Even though their
decisions are subject to the approval of the Secretary of
DEED, the chairperson of the Council may appeal directly to
the Governor.
Council Members
Membership consists of seventeen Councilors. Thirteen
are appointed by the Governor, two are chosen from the
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members of the Maryland General Assembly and two are
citizens at large. The four non-governor appointed members
are chosen by the president of the Maryland Senate and the
Speaker of the House of Delegates. The two General Assembly
members are included in the Council to insure that its
decisions conform with the legislation of the state and the
present government. They also act as advocates for the goals
of the Arts Council in the legislature.
Council Officers
Officers of the Council are nominated by the
Nominating Committee and elected by the entire Council. Each
officer is elected for a one year term and may serve no more

Ii

than three consecutive terms in the same office.
I. Chairman - presides over all meetings of the

IiII

Council and Executive Committee. The chairperson oversees

II
the general activities of the Council, appoints all
committee assignments, except the Nominating Committee, and
performs all other duties described in the By-Laws.
II. Vice-Chairman - performs the duties of the
Chairman in case of absence or disability of the Chairman.
III. Secretary/Treasury - reviews and circulates
the minutes of Council meetings, and serves as Chairman of
any standing Budget or Finance Committee.
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Council Responsibilities
Councilors are expected to:
1. carry out the purpose, objectives and policies
of the state with respect to the arts;
2. plan and approve the budget, and to establish
boundaries for control of its financial stability;
3. attend regular and special meetings of the
Council; to serve on at least one committee, one advisory
review panel, and ad hoc committees when appointed by the
Chairman;
4. act as spokesperson and advocate for the arts,
to attend Arts Council sponsored events throughout the
state, and to exhibit involvement and affiliation with arts
activities;
5. make the final decisions for awarding grants to
organizations after reviewing the information from the
advisory panels;
6. select, evaluate and terminate, if necessary,
the appointment of the Executive Director.
Standing Committees
There are three Standing Committees of the Council:
1. Program Planning and Evaluation Committee 
this committee consists of no fewer than three members and
plans, reviews and accesses on-going and initiative
programming of the Arts Council.
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2. Grants Committee - this committee consists of
no fewer than five members and reviews the funding
recommendations made by the advisory panels, and grant
applications if necessary.
3. Panel Selection Committee - this committee
consists of no fewer than three members and reviews the
names and resumes of candidates that have been nominated by
the staff for membership on the advisory review panels.

Executive Director
The Executive Director is appointed by the Council and
reports directly to the Council and its Executive Committee.
The Director is responsible for planning and initiating Arts
Council programs and projects, for preparing the budget, and
for managing the staff personnel. He/she acts as the liaison
to national and regional arts organizations, other Maryland
state agencies and the community. The Executive Director
also bears the responsibility to act as the intermediary
between the Council and the Secretary for the Department of
Economic and EmplOYment Development, often a very difficult
task to accomplish (Backus 1992).
Because of the recent budget cuts the Arts Council no
longer has as an Assistant Director. The Executive Director
now directly supervises the activities of the Program
Directors, Administrative Assistants, the Accounts/Office
Manager, the Computer Assistant, and other staff personnel.
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The Director has the power to appoint and to remove
employees when necessary.

staff
The Maryland state Arts Council has a professional
staff of six, an assistant staff of four, and two interns
who work part-time in affiliation with local universities.
The professional staff has been reduced from ten because of
decreased state budget allocations. This forces the
remaining program directors to take responsibility for two
arts disciplines each and at least one special project or
program. They must also coordinate Arts Council services and
ad hoc committees when necessary.
1) Program Directors are responsible for coordinating
all activities related to the granting process for
both organizations and individual artists. This
includes:
A. verifying that all requested information has
been supplied in the application form;
B. coordinating on-site visits by the review
panelists;
C. gathering from organizations and artists any
additional information requested by the review
panelists;
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D. making the initial application review to
verify that the applicant qualifies to receive
funding;
E. attending all panel review meetings;
F. assisting organizations and artists with any
problems they experience in completing the
grant application;
G. participating in the grant workshops offered
periodically throughout the state.
One Program Director also acts as the Grants Officer
who is responsible for insuring that all grant material is
updated each year and that the information makes all
printing and mailing deadlines.
2) The Accounts/Office Manager is responsible for
preparing and maintaining the budget, bookkeeping duties,
and acts as the liaison between the state comptroller and
the Executive Director of the Arts Council. In addition, the
person in this position handles all tasks associated with
that of an office manager.
3) Administrative Assistants perform all clerical and
receptionist duties.
4) The Computer Assistant enters and updates all
information in the Council's main DataBase and Lotus
systems. This position also carries the responsibility of
printing all mailing lists, gathering Arts Council
information from the personal computers of the program
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directors and entering it into the Council's central system,
and insuring the maintenance of the computers and copy
equipment.

Panel Review Members
Although not actual staff members, the advisory panel
members bear a major responsibility in the granting process.
They are appointed by the Advisory Panel Committee of the
Council and are paid a small honorarium for their time and
expertise. Panel members are qualified professionals in the
various disciplines of the arts, from different geographic
locations throughout the state, who review grant
applications from Maryland arts organizations.
Their duties include; attending arts programming

)

presented by organizations in their particular field and
location, determining the administrative and financial
stability of applicants by conducting on-site visits,
deciding if organizations fulfill their missions, and
verifying that applicant organizations have a commitment to
the community and audiences that they serve (Mulcahy 1982,
203). After a thorough review and investigation has been
completed, the panelists make funding recommendations to the
Grants Committee of the Council. The Grants Committee can
accept, reject, or modify any of the panels recommendations.
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Statement of Personnel Policy
As part of the Maryland State personnel system, MSAC
follows the personnel policies of the state. The State
follows all the hiring and firing practices established by
federal regulation (Schuler, Youngblood and Huber 1988, 11,
49, 142-144, 151-158). An employee handbook identifies the
terms and benefits of employment with the state. It explains
state policy concerning leave, insurance, holidays,
accessibility, and defines the term of sexual harassment
(Wolf 1990, 99). Arts Council employees are distinguished as
classified - requiring non-specific skills (secretaries,
accountants, etc.), and are recruited through the state
personnel office; and unclassified - requiring special
skills and qualifications (program directors), and are
recruited directly by the Arts Council.

Personnel Evaluations
All employees at the MSAC are given a written yearly
evaluation by the Executive Director. An evaluation
interview takes place during which the performance, goals
and expectations of the previous year are discussed and
objectives set for the following year (Wolf 1990,95).
Because of budget cuts, merit raises have not been given to
the staff of the Council for two years. Across-the-board
salary increases are suggested to the state personnel
administrator and budget committee by the Executive
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Director. If, however, an increase in salaries is granted,
this does not mean that an increase will be made to the
budget of the agency. Any increase in the operating expenses
of the Arts Council is deducted from the funds channeled for
granting.

Management Style
The management style practiced by the Maryland State
Arts Council is similar to management-by-objectives. Because
most of the staff has worked compatibly together for more
than fifteen years, a great deal of professional confidence
is experienced between the Executive Director and the
currently employed staff. The teamwork approach facilitates
the exchange of ideas and information in order to accomplish
Arts Council objectives and goals (Griffin 1990, 357). Each
staff member effectively contributes to the planning,
development, and organization of Council policies and
programs, and the successful management of the granting
process. Staff reductions have demanded that everyone
perform several jobs which sometimes tests the patience of
the staff to complete tasks in the most efficient and
effective manner. When problems occur each staff member
joins in to complete the necessary workload.
Staff meetings are held weekly during which plans are
organized and workloads are distributed. The Executive
Director coordinates the discussion of informal reports
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concerning ongoing projects and invites the entire staff to
contribute and develop appropriate solutions when problems
occur.

Financial Highlights
The Maryland State Arts Council receives its funds
from an annual appropriation from the State of Maryland and
from grants from the National Endowment for the Arts. It may
also receive contributions from private, non-governmental
sources but this generally does not happen. The Executive
Director suggests that most people and businesses feel that
their taxes should support a state agency and do not realize
the unique situation of the Arts Council (Backus 1992).
From its annual appropriation the Council must support
its operating expenses, programs and special projects, and
the grants channelled for organizations and individual
artists. The Executive Director submits a budget that
reflects the amount of funds projected to be needed for next
year's grant awards, and a 6% increase over the previous
year's operating expenses. The amount for grants is
determined from the projected budget needs stated by
organizations on their previous year's application budget
worksheet. The budget is then approved by the Council Budget
Committee which submits it to the state.

The amount

appropriated by the legislature is generally decided by
adding 4% to the previous year's budget (Lear 1992).
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However, because of the state's large deficit, the Council
fears that the 4\ increase and the total from which it is
calculated, which this year has been reduced by the grant
money reclaimed by the state, will probably reduce the state
allocation for the upcoming year.
The fiscal year of the MSAC runs from July 1 through
June 30. A computerized accrual accounting system is used,
and the budget format is similar to the one used by the
state accounting department for other state granting
agencies. A monthly expense budget is prepared by the
Accounting Manager and is reviewed and approved by the
Executive Director before being presented at the monthly
meeting of the Council. Very strict control is exerted on
the budgeted expenses for the year since deficit spending
must be drawn from the funds channelled for grants at the
end of the fiscal year (Lear 1992). Vouchers for checks are
prepared by the Accounting Manager and sent to the state
comptroller for issue.
In 1992, the operating expenses of the Maryland State
Arts Council consumed only ten percent of the total budget.
The Executive Director stated that this was below the
national average, which usually runs between fifteen to
twenty percent. He also stated that a national average is
very difficult to ascertain since the range of each state's
total income and staff size varies dramatically. Louisiana's
total operating expenses are approximately $300,000 compared
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to Maryland's $600,000. However, Louisiana's operating
expenses are twenty-four percent of its total budget of
$1.8 million. Maryland's Arts Council has a total budget of
over $6 million.
In order to determine the amount of total funds
channelled for granting, all restricted funds are first
removed from the total income. General operating expenses,
including salaries, benefits, travel, supplies, equipment,
contracted services, rent, postage and printing are next
removed from the total. Program expenses, which sometimes
include special salary, benefits, and supplies expenses, are
also removed from the total income (Lear 1992). The
remainder is granted to county art councils, major
institutions, organizations, and individual artists. In
1992, the total grant amount was approximately six

million

dollars, before the state reabsorbed half of its allocation
from the already awarded funds.

Unmet Goals of the Council
After surviving a threat from the National Endowment
for the Arts to withdraw its support for not complying with
federal codes for accessibility, the Arts Council is very
concerned that all arts councils and arts organizations in
the state adhere, or are in the process of complying, to
federal standards. Although this aim has not been entirely
accomplished, the Arts Council is making an obvious effort
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to insure the accessibility of the arts for people with
disabilities.
In April of 1992 the Arts Council moved from an
inaccessible four story, historic, Victorian townhouse in
downtown Baltimore to a completely accessible one story
renovated bus station with other state agencies. In
addition, the Arts Council is taking steps to address the
issue with the county arts councils and arts organizations
and their facilities throughout the state. A statement of
Council policy and procedures regarding the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990, reiterating federal policy, has
been sent to all arts organizations on the Council's mailing
list (Appendix I, p. 64). Organizations, including county
councils, must sign and return a statement acknowledging
that they have received and read the document. Organizations
will not receive their 1993 grant award until the statement
has been returned to the Council. Next year, review
panelists will verify in person that organizations are
complying with the Council's policy statement (Camp 1992).
The Council offers several sources of information and, if
budget allocations allow, will offer monetary aid to help
organizations comply with the new regulations.
In addition, the Council has formed an Accessibility
Task Force which advises organizations, artists, and the
Council in planning and evaluating initiatives to provide
persons with disabilities the same opportunities as persons
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without disabilities. The Task Force consists of six members
recruited from local organizations that offer services to
the disabled, and a Council staff member who acts as the
Task Force coordinator. Three of the Task Force members are
disabled persons: hearing impaired, visually impaired, and
one confined to a wheelchair. Within the next year, the Arts
Council hopes to have made a major impact on the problem of
accessibility to the arts for all citizens of Maryland.
Another goal that has been partially accomplished is
the involvement and participation of minority artists and
organizations in the programs of the agency. Approximately
ten percent of those who apply for grants are from minority
constituencies. The most significant achievement in this
area has been the recent location of an extension of the
Alvin Ailey Dance Theater on the Morgan State University
Campus, a predominantly black university in Baltimore City.
The Council also hopes that by revising the requirements for
special arts projects for both arts and non-arts
organizations, the number of minority organizations and arts
projects funded by the Council will increase (Backus 1992).
In order to increase the percentage of minority applicants,
the intern feels that the Arts Council should also initiate
a plan to introduce minority organizations and artists to
the programs of the Council, and to offer personal
assistance to first-time minority applicants who wish to
apply for grants.
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CHAPTER II

INTERNSHIP
The intern worked as an assistant to the Grants
Officer of the Maryland State Arts Council for a fourteen
week period beginning June 1, 1992, and ending September 4,
1992. In this position he assisted in rewriting the Grant
Guidelines and the grant application form for arts
organizations. He also interviewed members of the review
panels to determine how the grants review process could
better serve the needs of both the organizations and the
panelists who determine their eligibility.
In conjunction with the internship at the MSAC, the
intern also worked at least one day a week for the Mayor's
Advisory Commission on Art and Culture in preparation for
Artscape, Baltimore's annual arts festival. His assignments
were to secure emcees for the musical presentations at the
festival and to manage the "Art Marketplace" the days of the
festival.

Responsibilities
The intern's responsibilities included:
1) to review current Guideline information and
application forms;
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2) to develop information to be included in the
new Guidelines, and to decide what information should be
altered or eliminated from the current edition;
3) to suggest ways to change the current budget
format;
4) to critique the current panel review process;
5) to coordinate the accessibility task force
meeting and to gather accessibility information from the
Maryland County Art Councils;
6) to attend all staff, council, department and
special meetings while interning with the Arts Council;
7) to work one day a week for the coordinator of
Artscape through the completion of the festival.

Assignment 1 - Guidelines
The primary responsibility of the intern was to assist
in rewriting the current Guidelines and application form for
arts organizations. After reviewing the information in the
Guidelines and assessing the application form, the intern
decided that the best suggestions would probably be made by
those who actually use the information and forms, the
Maryland arts organizations. It is their responsibility to
understand the information presented and to correctly
complete the application form, hopefully, with little
difficulty. 'Since the Arts Council had never approached
organizations for this type of response before, the intern
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proposed developing a questionnaire to be sent to arts
organizations in the state, and to use their responses in
restructuring the new Guidelines for the upcoming fiscal
year, 1994. The Grants Officer accepted the proposal and
approved the questionnaire after it was prepared by the
intern.
The first full staff meeting to discuss the changes to
be made in the Guidelines was scheduled for June 24, 1992,
three and one half weeks from the starting date of the
internship. This left very little time to compose, mail,
tally and summarize a questionnaire to the 2,500
organizations on the Arts Council's mailing list. In order
to expedite the process, the intern decided to send surveys
to 100 organizations from the 247 which had applied for
grants in the recently completed 1993 fiscal year. The
organizations were listed by the arts discipline under which
they had applied. The amount of grant awarded was listed
next to the amount requested by the organization, and the
amount recommended by the panel reviewers and the staff. The
list is found in Appendix II page 71. The organizations had
not yet been notified of the results, so no indication could
be made in the survey questions or in the cover letter.
Since the intern knew nothing of the organizations'
histories and artistic contributions, 30% of the
organizativns listed in each of the art disciplines were
randomly selected. The intern chose an equal percentage of
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organizations from each discipline that had received no
funding, moderate funding, and the most funding, insuring
that a thorough representation of grant awards was selected.
A questionnaire was developed asking how well the
material presented in the Guidelines could be understood,
and if the standards and requirements for receiving awards
were reasonable and fair. It also focused on how well the
questions on the application form solicited responses that
gave a true and thorough depiction of the organization and
its needs and contributions to the community. The following
ten questions compiled the survey:
1. Did you find the Guidelines text easy to read and
understand?
2. Did the order in which the information was presented
seem to follow in logical sequence?
3. Were you able to easily decide which program and
application fit your needs?
4. Did the qualification requirements seem
unreasonable, or should they be more restrictive?
5. Were enough clear instructions presented to help you
complete the application?
6. Did you feel you were able to adequately describe
your organization and its needs in the application?
7. Was there any information that you were required to
disclose that you felt was not necessary?
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8. Were there any application questions for which you
felt it was difficult to provide the requested
information?
9. What other information do you feel would be
important for the Council to know about your
organization when applying for grants?
10. Please make any comments about the Guidelines and
application form that you feel would improve your
ability to complete it more thoroughly and
accurately.
By Thursday of the first week of the internship, June
4, the questionnaire had been prepared and mailed to 100
organizations. By the end of the second week, June 12, only
seven organizations had returned the completed
questionnaire. Fearful of a poor response, on Monday and
Tuesday of the third week, the intern telephoned each of the
organizations that had not yet responded and reminded them
that the requested information was important in making the
Guidelines and application form as informative and as easy
to complete as possible. This was a good chance for the
organizations to express their concerns and let the Arts
Council know how it could help them in a more efficient and
effective way.
To the surprise of the Arts Council staff, by the time
of the Guid3lines meeting, June 24, 54% of the organizations
had responded. Originally the staff had warned the intern
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not to expect more than a 15% return, and that 20% would be
most unlikely. Apparently the organizations were glad to
finally have the opportunity to express their ideas and
criticisms. Several organizations included thank you notes
with their response (Appendix II, p. 102).

Questionnaire Summary
In addition to the summary below, a complete tally of
the responses to the questionnaire is included in Appendix
II, page 77-83. Most of the responses to the survey
contained positive feedback and suggestions. Very few
expressed negative or angry sentiments towards the policy of
the Arts Council. Only three were adamantly opposed to the
seemingly preferential funding policy shown to arts
organizations that supported and presented programming for
minorities and persons with disabilities. After speaking
with two of these organizations on the telephone, it was
agreed that there had been a misunderstanding of the
information concerning special projects in the Guidelines.
The third organization, from a remote rural area, felt that
they had been discriminated against since they had very few
minority or disabled persons in their locality. The Grants
Officer recommended that a review panelist from the area
affirm the validity of their statement.
General Comments
All respondents agreed that the Guidelines and
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application form were simple and concise. They only wanted
material added to the current Guidelines that would make the
information easier to follow and the application easier to
complete. Many requested that whenever changes are made, it
would be helpful to notify applicants by mail, before
receiving the Guidelines booklet, of the added or changed
material so they would more carefully read the new
information. It would also be helpful to cite new entries at
the beginning of the booklet. Several people also suggested
developing a new format that could be processed on a
computer disc and then copied into the Council's system.
They stated that in this age of computer technology it has
become inconvenient for many organizations to secure the use
of a typewriter on which to prepare the application
information.
Most organizations felt that the qualification
requirements were reasonable and that they were easily able
to decide which program and application form best fit their
needs. It was stated that the difference between arts and
non-arts organizations needs to be better clarified and that
the folklife composite should state more clearly that it
also funds non-Maryland and non-Western art forms and
traditions. Someone also suggested that at least one review
panelist should be familiar with the non-Western art form
presented by an organization when conducting an evaluation
of the organization's programming.
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A few suggested that examples of acceptable projects
and programs be described in the booklet in order to help
clarify what the MSAC considers acceptable and hopes to
support. The intern did not think that this was a good idea.
Listing examples of acceptable programs and projects would
establish a precedent of what the Council considers quality
programming and artwork, possibly inhibiting organizations
from introducing creative and experimental projects. This
would eventually hinder the development of artistic
expression and programming. It also could exacerbate the
problem of organizations claiming that the Arts Council
showed favoritism to organizations which presented material
similar to the examples listed in the Guidelines.
Most problems and criticisms that were noted pertained
to the budget worksheet in the application form. Several
applicants mentioned that, even after carefully reading the
instructions, they were still not sure which expenses were
eligible to be included in the their budget, and that they
did not know where to list expenses that were not
specifically stated on the form. Only five line-items are
listed on the old budget form. In-kind services and
donations still seemed to confuse several people. Why did
the Council need to know in-kind information if it could not
be included as part of an organization's dollar match
requirements?
On the whole, most applicants were not dissatisfied
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with the Guidelines and would prefer as little change as
possible. Most felt that they had finally reached a point
where they were comfortable with the application and the
information that it required. Some were concerned that the
application questions did not adequately allow the
organization to explain its importance to the community and
how any non-arts programming it may offer could also be
beneficial to the cultural enrichment of the communities and
audiences it serves.
It should also be noted that after the intern had
read many organizations' completed application forms, he
felt that some of the problems organizations experienced
were in misunderstanding terms and phrases used in the
application questions. Two questions in particular,
concerning an organization's profile information, asked
organizations to describe their organizational development
and program development over a five-year period. Many
organizations confused administrative development with their
artistic programming.

Other Sources of Information
In addition to the survey to organizations, the
intern felt that another good source for information to be
included in the new Guidelines would be from other state art
councils. The intern contacted seven other state councils in
the Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation, the regional arts
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organization to which the Maryland State Arts Council
belongs, which agreed to send copies of their Guidelines and
application forms for review. The twenty-three Maryland
County Art Councils and Baltimore City were also contacted
and agreed to send their grant material even though most
said that they used the State Arts Council's information as
their guide. In addition, since the intern was familiar with
the state of Louisiana's Division of the Arts and the Arts
Council of New Orleans, they were also contacted and agreed
to send their Guidelines and application forms.
As the information from other arts councils began to
arrive, it was compared item for item with Maryland's
Guidelines. Information presented in the Guidelines of other
councils, but not included in Maryland's information, was
recorded. Small contextual nuances that helped to clarify
concepts and ideas throughout the booklets were also noted.
The intern also noted how application questions, from other
state arts councils, differed in order to draw a clearer
understanding of an organization, its purpose, and the need
for its proposed project or programming.
General Information
After reviewing the material from other arts councils
several points were noted that would help to improve the
presentation of Maryland's Guidelines. Louisiana State Arts
Council lists several examples of the types of projects that
would be considered for funding and several that would not
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be considered for funding. The intern feels that a list of
projects can be given to help clarify for organizations the
types of programs and events that can and cannot be funded
using general operating grant money, but, examples of arts
projects and programming should not be given. If the Arts
Council would indicate that it prefers a particular style of
art, organizations that present experimental and innovative
arts programming may fear loosing state funding and curtail
their artistic growth.

Louisiana also notes in its

Guidelines that it funds organizations whose plans are an
integral part of the goals and purposes of the organization
and whose application requests go beyond the "one
performance" type of project. This is a strong statement
that may frighten an already intimidated applicant.
With the

passage of the Americans with Disabilities

Act of 1990, states are very concerned that their grantees
fall within federal guideline standards. One arts council
requested that organizations list where events would take
place and the accessibility of the facility. The Delaware
Arts Council states that it cannot be liable for insurance
or legal complications related to the organizations or
projects that it funds. Most art councils state in their
Guidelines that new applications will not be considered
until all final reports are completed and received by the
council. Maryland only suggests that it may not consider an
application if the report has not been completed.
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Several states note that there is a limit to the
number of applications an organization can submit for
multiple project support. Louisiana very clearly states that
educational institutions can only apply for grants to
support special art projects. It is not clarified in the
Maryland Guidelines, as several organizations noted in their
survey responses, if educational institutions can also apply
for operating expenses. This leads to confusion for non-arts
organizations which may consider applying for support.
Several councils list the mailing information for
other funding sources from which organizations can apply for
grants: the National Endowment for the Arts, Mid-Atlantic
Arts Foundation, the Getty Foundation for Education in the
Arts, local foundation organizations, etc. In an attempt to
justify its requirement for organizations to match state
granting allocations, the Delaware Arts Council notes that
grants are intended to stimulate rather than replace private
and community support and; therefore, are awarded only on a
matching basis.
West Virginia includes a "Who, What, How, Why"
section in the Guidelines to help organizations plan,
describe, and write more professional project proposals.
Howard County in Maryland includes a checklist of ideas and
materials to include in grant application answers. Several
councils include a glossary of terms in their Guidelines
which helps to clarify terms and phrases that applicants
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find confusing.
The intern noted that other art councils' application
questions, which request information on the organization's
goals and activities require more concrete data to be
presented in the answer. Organizations are asked to list the
type of programs, services, and activities they offer to the
community, and to detail how the organization has
accomplished its goals for organizational development. Some
applications include questions to describe the marketing and
publicity efforts used by the organization to increase the
communities' awareness of its programming. Maryland presents
the questions in such a way that a stock answer using very
subjective terms could be written by any type of
organization and used repeatedly, year after year, without
change.

Staff Response
A report was prepared and presented to the MSAC staff
at the Guidelines meeting on June 24, 1992. The staff was
presented with a packet containing a summary of the
organizational survey; an example of a glossary of terms;
several budget formats; the "Who, What, How, Why" section
from West Virginia's Guidelines; samples of application
questions asking for very specific organizational and
programming information; the list of fundable and non
fundable projects from Louisiana's Department of the Arts; a
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grid indicating programs through which the different types
of organizations can apply for grants; a notice from the
Pennsylvania Arts Council indicating the new changes and
additions to the Guidelines; and a copy of the current
Maryland Guidelines with suggested textual changes
highlighted or inserted (Appendix II, p. 84-93).
Not all of the above suggestions and ideas were
expected to be included in the new Maryland Guidelines. The
staff voted that the intern should proceed to prepare a
glossary of terms, a new budget format, and to make changes
to the text of the old Guidelines, including questions on
the application form, and to present the material at the
next Guidelines meeting scheduled for the middle of August.

Glossary and Budget Worksheet
The glossary was compiled by screening the Guidelines
and application form targeting words and phrases that seemed
technical or in need of clarification. Several terms used in
the budget worksheet which organizations thought were
confusing were also listed in the glossary. Definitions were
constructed by using the dictionary, text books, and other
arts councils' glossaries. These definitions were then
reviewed by a professional accountant and the Maryland Arts
Council staff. Revisions were made until everyone felt the
terms were identified in the most concise, simple, and
comprehensible terminology possible (Appendix II, p. 95).
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The bUdget worksheet was divided into administrative,
artistic, and operating categories to help eliminate any
confusion about which expenses and incomes could be
included, and where to list them. The list of expenses and
incomes was generated by reviewing financial statements and
budget reports from organizations that had previously
applied to the Arts Council. Few items were left to be
included under the "other" headings at the end of each
bUdget section.
The contributed income section of the bUdget was
expanded at the request of several review panelists. They
were concerned that organizations could inflate the amount
of support received and expected from other granting
sources. One could easily see what had been awarded and
received the previous year, but there was no way of knowing
if the amount stated in the current year had actually been
received, awarded, or only solicited. The new format not
only asks the applicant to list the amounts that have been
awarded, received, and expected, but to also list from whom
f

they have requested and received these funds.

Hopefully the

new format would help alleviate any doubt or confusion
(Appendix II, p. 100).
The intern suggested the following organization
profile questions to replace the current questions used on
the application form:
1. Over the past three year period, describe the
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types of programs, activities and services offered by your
organization to fill the needs of Maryland artists and the
community audience which you serve.
2. Describe how your organization makes local
artists and the community aware of its existence and the
programming that you offer.
3. List and describe your organization's projected
plans and activities to increase the organization's future
development in the community, while projecting a commitment
to artistic excellence.
4. Please describe your organization's current level
of administrative stability and its efforts to maintain and
to improve its financial stability.
5. Please describe the process your organization
uses to evaluate its current activities.

Conclusion
At the final Guidelines meeting the glossary and
bUdget form were accepted and given to the Grants Officer to
edit and to make final preparations for inclusion in the
1994 Guidelines. Changes in the text and application
questions were to be reviewed by the Grants Officer and
amended as needed. The final revision would be reviewed by
the entire staff at the end of September when final changes
would be

re~ommended.
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Because of the results of the organizational survey
and information from other arts councils, several changes
have been made to the fiscal year 1994 MSAC Guidelines and
application forms. Text has been added, deleted, and
restructured to help clarify any misunderstandings that may
have occurred. A glossary has been added to explain any
terms that may be unfamiliar to those completing the
application. It is hoped that the new budget worksheet will
hopefully make the financial section of the application much
easier to complete.
Even though restriction and qualifying requirements
remain the same, they have been explained in greater depth.
The organizational questions in the application form request
information that helps the organization to portray itself,
its purpose, and its community impact in a more concrete
manner. This new approach may help organizations to rethink
the manner in which they present themselves, not only to the
state Arts Council, but to the communities that they wish to
reach and serve.
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Assignment 2 - Panel Review Survey
After the major portion of the Guidelines task had
been completed, the intern began the project of gathering
information for structuring the panel review process for the
following year. The panel process had fallen into a routine
procedure, and some of the panelists had begun to complain
that the Arts Council was not aware of and lacked concern
for the amount of time that was spent completing the
reviews. In order to ascertain exactly what the problem
entailed and how the Arts Council could find a solution, the
intern decided to interview six former and two current
members from the Council's art discipline panels.
A set of questions was compiled to be used as a guide
during the interviews. Questions focused on what
qualifications the panel members should possess, what
panelists should know about organizations they review, and
how the Arts Council can help to make the process more
efficient. After the interviews were completed, a summary of
the suggestions and observations was compiled and is located
in Appendix III, page 106-114. In addition to the interview
survey, the intern also received panel information from
several states in the Mid-Atlantic Arts Foundation. A list
of the questions and a discussion follows:
1. What qualifications should a person have to serve as
member of the panel review process?
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2. What type of information is important for the panel
to have about an organization in order to make fair
and substantiated decisions?
3. Do you think on-site visits are valuable; if so, how
many and what should be their goal?
4. What areas of an organization's operations should be
discussed during an on-site visit, e.g., budget,
programming, management and administration, long
term plans, fundraising, audience, and
accessibility?
5. Are all areas of operations equally important in
evaluating an organization or should artistic merit
outweigh other criteria?
6. When planning an on-site visit, who and which
positions are the best contacts within an
organization to be interviewed?
7. Should the organization's information be physically
accumulated and kept in a continuing file or held
only for use during the current year's panel review
discussion?
8. What type of format (notes, standardized form, etc.)
would be convenient for gathering the information
from site visits and disseminating it to other panel
members?
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9. What do you think of the application rating system 
the criteria and high, low, medium scoring; is it
comprehensive enough?
10. Should organizations be allowed to review the
information from on-site visits and panel
discussions?
11. Can you suggest any ways that would make panel
orientation more beneficial to members; what could
the Council give to you that would make the task
easier to accomplish?
12. After the review process has been completed, is
there any information or feedback that panel
members would like to have?
13. Please feel free to make any positive or negative
comments and suggestions about the current panel
review process.

Survey Discussion
Most of the eight panelists interviewed felt that an
advisory panel should consist of members who have both an
appreciation of the arts and a knowledge of business skills.
Only one felt that panelists should be concerned only with
the artistic quality and development of the applicant. Three
felt that the candidates chosen for the panels should have
no affiliation with any of the organizations being reviewed.
It is always difficult to prevent previous prejudices and
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animosities from obscuring one's objectivity, but even more
difficult when panelists are from organizations competing
with each other for the current year's grants. Everyone
agreed, however, that it is always preferable to have panel
members who have previously served as board member,
directors, and staff of arts organizations. These panelists
are usually more familiar with the problems associated with
arts organizations and feel comfortable reviewing
administrative materials.
All eight felt that in order for a panelist to
objectively review an organization, it is important to see
several of the organization's presentations and to become
familiar with its internal operations. It was stated that a
good sense of an organization's ability to function
effectively can be determined from the quality of its
presentations. If an organization presents good quality
work, supported by the community, then administrative
problems can usually be corrected by hiring skilled business
staff. Poor artistic programming, however, usually signals
both poor overall artistic and administrative management.
This is a much more difficult situation to correct. Why
should public funds support an organization that
consistently offers poor quality work, cannot effectively
manage itself, and is not fulfilling the needs of the
community (Mulcahy 1982, 35)7
Several noted that it would be helpful to a panelist
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if organizations would supply financial, marketing, and
current evaluation reports for their review. It is important
to establish a complete picture of an organization. When an
organization presents quality work it is important to know
that it is also financially and administratively stable.
Panelists should review the budget, fundraising techniques,
style of management, marketing plans, anything that
contributes to the vitality and success of an organization.
The quality and content of programs, newsletters and
informative brochures can also give insight into the ability
of an applicant to communicate effectively.
Since the panel is not allowed to make suggestions to
an organization during on-site visits, several of the
panelists voiced concern over how well the recommendations
they make are communicated by the Arts Council to the
organization. All of the panelists thought that there should
be some type of format to use as a guide during on-site
visits so that information and suggestions could be
presented to organizations when they request it.
The current application rating form for organizations
and special projects (Appendix III, p. 104-5) was considered
adequate by most of the panelists surveyed. Some, however,
thought that the wording of the criteria was too subjective.
Those who questioned the criteria were uncomfortable
deciding how artistic merit should be measured and wondered
if the panel members really had the right to decide how
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significant an organization's presentations should be to
artists and audience members. One panelist thought that the
evaluation criteria should be more specific to each of the
art disciplines. Another suggested adding half step
increments to the rating categories. A few panelists also
noted that there is no question on the grant application or
on the evaluation form concerning a contingency plan if full
funding is not received.
In order to help organizations improve and correct
problems they might experience it was suggested that the
Arts Council more aggressively advertise that the panel
meetings are open to the public and encourage organizations
to attend. This fact is mentioned in the Guidelines but
organizations are not notified of the actual dates for the
meetings unless they call for the information. Some
panelists felt that having spectators present may intimidate
members from speaking frankly about an organization.
However, one panelist stated that if members cannot be
honest in front of observers, he/she has no business being
on a panel. Everyone agreed that there should be a system to
collect notes and reviews in order to substantiate
decisions.
When asked how the Arts Council could help to make the
process more beneficial and easier to complete, several
suggestions were unanimously offered. No one could remember
any 'formal' orientation training. The Council seemed to
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take for granted that panelists automatically knew how to
evaluate an arts organization. The panelists suggested that
it would be helpful if the Council printed a panelist's
handbook listing responsibilities, tasks, duties, and
important dates. Currently, general information about the
review process is sent by mail but there are no formal
guidelines for panel members to follow. Usually a first year
panel member works with an experienced member until he/she
learns the techniques for conducting an on-site visit and
evaluating an application. Everyone also stated that panel
members should be made aware from the very beginning of the
amount of time that is necessary to effectively complete the
process. Several panelists complained that they were annoyed
at having to 'pick up the slack' because others could not,
or did not bother, to complete their portion of the work.
"If they cannot carry through to the end, then get out!"
Two panelists felt very strongly that the panel review
process should be established as a volunteer program similar
to a docent program at many museums. Candidates would be
screened and interviewed as staff personnel, receive job
descriptions, and perhaps sign a contract to insure their
total commitment to the task.
Most of the panelist interviewed said that they were
never informed of the final results of the review process.
They would like to know which organizations the Council
Grants Committee had approved to be funded and the amount of
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the grant. It would also be interesting to know if projects
and programs were completed and successful. Knowing this
would just give a sense of completeness to the review
process.
The intern also gathered panel review information from
several states in the Mid-Atlantic Foundation. It was
interesting to note that Washington D.C. has no on-site
visits and New York and West Virginia have staff members,
not panelists, perform on-site evaluations. To prepare a
panelist for the grant review in New York, a staff person
writes a detailed summary for each applicant including a
history of the organization, a recent evaluation, background
and general information concerning the project or program
for which funding is requested; and a summary of other
relevant material from the application form. For an already
reduced staff, this would certainly create an excessive
workload for the Maryland Arts Council to accomplish.
The New Jersey State Council on the Arts conducts an
annual panel review orientation that all panelists are
required to attend. A panelist's handbook is printed
containing suggestions on how to conduct a thorough
evaluation of an arts organization and includes a code of
ethics specifically for arts evaluators. They also have
evaluation worksheets that are tailored for
performing/presenting organizations, visual arts
organizations, and for major institutions. There are also
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separate worksheets for evaluating a performance and the
general operating characteristics of an organization.

Conclusion
On August 28, 1992, a staff meeting was held during
which the intern presented a packet to each staff member
containing a summary of the panel survey and examples of
review material from other states. A sample of the material
is found in Appendix III, page 115-131. In response to the
panel survey and the information from other states, the Arts
Council staff intends to write panel guidelines and conduct
an annual orientation for new members at the first panel
meeting late in the Fall. At the conclusion of the granting
process, panelists will also receive a copy of the grants
approved by the Council (Appendix II, p. 71). Because of its
subjectivity, the phrase 'significance to artists and
audience' included in the panel review criteria will be
replaced. The intern suggested measuring significance by the
benefits, financial or future work prospects, that artists
receive from their affiliation with an organizations
projects and programs. Significance to community could be
measured by the number of people attending an organization's
programming.

'Artistic merit' may be replaced by the term

'artistic excellence' or 'artistic quality', although these
terms are also subjective. Other changes will be discussed
and initiated for fiscal year 1995.
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CHAPTER III

Artscape
Artscape is an annual arts festival held in Baltimore
City during a three-day weekend in July. Each year local
visual artists, literary artists, and national musical
guests are presented to an audience from the entire Mid
Atlantic region. It takes place in the historic Mount Royal
area near the Maryland Institute of Art. This year the
festival organizers hoped to attract nearly one million
visitors and especially hoped to reach many of the minority
and small neighborhood organizations in Baltimore City. The
festival is made possible by many sponsors and contributors
including Pepsi-Cola, a local television station, the
Maryland Humanities Council, the Maryland State Arts
Council, the National Endowment for the Arts, the Mid
Atlantic Arts Foundation, and many businesses and private
contributors.
This year, organizers of Artscape initiated a new
concept, "The Art Marketplace." It was an area in which
visual artists could display and sell their artwork to an
audience that would not usually be exposed to local artists
or consider purchasing artwork. Two-thousand five hundred
notices were mailed to visual artists in the Maryland,
Virginia and the D. C. area, but; unfortunately, only
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twenty-eight responses were returned. A panel had been
planned to jury artists' works and select thirty candidates
to be invited to participate in the Art Marketplace. With
the small return, all of the artists were allowed to
participate.
As manager, the intern's task was to insure that all
the artists received instruction sheets, contracts, and
short-term vendor tax forms before the festival date. The
day before the festival the intern measured, blocked, and
identified spaces for each artist, and posted signage around
the festival grounds. During the festival, the intern was
posted in the Marketplace area to organize set-up and break
down, answer questions, enforce hours and parking
restrictions, and take care of any problems that might
occur. After the event, a report (Appendix IV, p. 134), was
written to help next year's manager coordinate the
Marketplace.
In preparation for Artscape, during the months of June
and July, the intern spent at least one day a week
contacting local radio personalities to act as emcees for
the musical presentations that were characteristic of their
station formats (Appendix IV, page 133). Other duties
included helping to prepare press packets, bulk mailings,
and any tasks requested by the Artscape coordinator.
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CHAPTER IV

Intern's Short and Long Term Effects
on The Maryland State Arts Council
The internship at the Maryland State Arts council was
an educational and professional experience for the intern.
The Grants Officer allowed the intern the freedom to
approach tasks in his own style and to develop his own
system for solving problems. Although the intern enjoyed
this sense of freedom and responsibility, he would suggest
that the Grants Officer exercise more direct supervision in
the focus of an intern's tasks and in the communication of
established office protocol. The intern was always included
in staff

meeti~gs

and group tasks and activities.

The

intern was treated as a member of the staff and invited to
offer advice and opinions during discussions of Arts Council
policies and projects. The staff was always very willing to
assist the intern whenever it was possible. Observing the
working relationships among the MSAC staff was a rare
opportunity to see how dedicated arts professionals can
interact in a mature working environment to produce an
outcome that benefits the cultural enhancement of people
throughout the state.
The internship took place during the summer months
after the Council had completed the granting process for
fiscal year 1993. The work pace had returned to normal and
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the staff was preparing to send grant notifications to
successful applicants. Program Directors were gathering
notes on how the grant process could be improved for next
year. The intern, consequently, was given the responsibility
of developing ways to help next year's activities run more
efficiently and effectively for everyone involved.
In order to accomplish this, the intern decided to
directly approach the applicants and panelists for whom the
system functions. This enabled the intern to identify
problems not easily observed by members of the Arts Council
staff who had formulated the information and technical
aspects of the granting process. As a result, the concerns
and needs of organizations will now be considered to improve
future editions of the Guidelines

and technical procedures

of the granting process. Panelists will also now be able to
suggest how the review process can be improved to benefit
both the organizations who apply for grants and the panel
members' own specific needs. The results of the two surveys
led the Arts Council to appreciate the validity of their
constituencies' responses to the granting process and MSAC
programs.
Another effect the intern hopes to have had is
impressing upon the Arts Council the need to find
alternative sources of funding for itself and state arts
organizatiols. Because Maryland's Art Council relies almost
exclusively on the state for its funds, the very survival of
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the Arts Council and its constituencies becomes questionable
during economically troubled times. Offering the
Metropolitan Arts Fund (MAF) at the Arts Council of New
Orleans (ACNO) as an example, the intern repeatedly
suggested that the Executive Director contact ACNO for
information on how to unite the businesses of the Maryland
area in support of the arts throughout the state. The intern
also obtained information about ACNO's Arts and Business
Center, an innovative concept uniting the technical business
needs of arts organizations with the local business
community in a successful program.
A fair distribution of money acquired through a
statewide corporate and business fund, similar to MAF, would
be very difficult to achieve. Instead of acting as the
central distributor, the Arts Council could help County Arts
Councils to initiate and monitor a similar fund in each of
their geographic localities. Businesses and corporations
know that the arts enhance the quality of life for their
employees and usually upgrade the cultural and economic
standards of the community in which they are located
(Pankratz and Morris 1990, 253). Securing support from the
business sector of a community not only enhances the
corporation's image in the community, it gives arts
organizations a sense of confidence in the ability to find
alternative funding sources when the state arts council is
no longer able to provide funding (Stolper and Hopkins 1989,
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47). The quote mentioned earlier from the Delaware Arts
Council Guidelines stating that the funds they allocate to
organizations are not intended as a main source of income,
but to supplement private and corporate support, is an
attempt by the Council to encourage organizations to seek
alternative funding sources in the event the state can no
longer support their needs. State arts councils need to not
only encourage and help arts organizations in their region
to find alternative sources of funding, but to also expand
their own financial horizons. State arts councils, arts
organizations and all people interested in the arts need to
actively pursue alternative funding sources to insure the
continuation of high quality arts programming in their
communities.
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MARYLAND STATE ARTS COUNCIL
FISCAL YEAR 1992 FINANCIAL REPORT

6/4/92

INCOME
General Fund Appropriation
Federal Funds
Basic State Grant
Challenge Grant
Artists in Education Grant
Alvin Ailey Dance Camp
Special Funds
Artists in Education

6,396,340
489,000
50,000
10,000
33,000
54,624
7,032,964

BUDGETED

PROGRAMS
GENERAL ADMINISTRATION
Salaries & Fringe Benefits
Communications
Travel
Contractual Services
Supp 1i es
Equipment Purchase
Rent
Agency Insurance
Subscriptions
Association Dues
Intern Program

$

TOTAL
GRANTS TO ARTS ORGANIZATIONS
Communi cations
Travel
Panelists' Honoraria
Grants to Major Institutions
Grants to Small & Mid-Sized
Organizations
M,id-Atl anti c Arts Foundation
Arts Advancement Program
Ail ey Camp
TOTAL
COMMUNITY ARTS DEVELOPMENT
Salaries & Fringe Benefits
Communi cati ons
Travel
Grants

EXPENDED TO
DATE PLUS
ENCUMBRANCES

PROJECTED
ADDITIONAL
EXPENDITURES

BALANCE

198,219 $
15,363
8,000
11 ,935
4,698
6,664
42,644
63
24
11,300
8,500

173,383 $
14,363
6,298
10,935
4,098
128
39,194
63
24
11,300
7,500

24,836 $
1,000
1,702
1,000
600
6,536
3,450

1,000

1,000

307,410

267,286

40,124

40,124

1,639
3,419
14,500
2,415,862

1,639
3,219
12,431
2,415,862

o

o

200
2,069

200
2,069

1,422,518
22,414
115,000
33,000

1,422,518
22,414
50,000
9,716

4,028,352

3,937,799

o
o
o

o
o
o

PROJECTEC
YEAR-END
BALANCES

24,836 $
1,000
1,702
1,000
600
6,536
3,450

o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

o
o
o
o

o
o

65,000
23,284

65,000*
23,284*

o
o
o
o

90,553

90,553

o

o
o
o
o
o
o
----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- --------6,750
o
6,750
TOTAL
810,351
817,101
$

45,274 $
1,516
550
769,761

39,177 $
1,016
397
769,761

6,097 $
500
153

6,097 $
500
153

Page 2
MSAC Financial Report
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CENTERING IN
Grants
TOTAL
ARTISTS IN EDUCATION PROGRAM
Salaries & Fringe Benefits
Conununications
Travel
Printing
Suppl ies
Grants
TOTAL
INDIVIDUAL ARTIST AWARDS
Salaries & Fringe Benefits
Conununications
Travel
Grants
TOTAL
ART IN PUBLIC PLACES
Grants
TOTAL
ARTS RESOURCE CENTER
Salaries and Fringe Benefits
COlmluni cati ens
Travel
Supp 1i es
Subscri pti ons
Grants
TOTAL

50,000

25,000

25,000

25,000 *

~

50,000

25,000

25,000

25,000

0

81,462
1,830
5,500
2,543
180
189,164

70,167
1,750
4,015
2,403
129
168,000

11,295
80
1,485
140
51
21,164

11 ,295
80
1,485
140
51
21,164

a
0
a

280,679

246,464

34,215

34,215

0

46,873
4,000
3,800
186,130

40,533
4,000
3,800
186,130

6,340
0

6,340

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

240,803

234,463

6,340

6,340

0

5,000

0

5,000

5,000

0

5,000

0

5,000

5,000

0

39,129
2,020
1,450
174
211
11,750

33,855
20
1,221
174
141
11,750

5,274
2,000
229
0
70
0

5,274
2,000
229
0
70
0

0

54,734

47,161

7,573

7,573

0

----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ---------

0

0
0

----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ---------

a
----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ---------

----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ---------

0
0
0
0
0

----------- -------------- ----------- -------------- ---------
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Page 3
MSAC Financial Report
FOLKLI FE PROGRAM
Salaries & Fringe Benefits
Communi cati ons
Trave 1
Subscriptions/Dues
Grants
TOTAL

$

48,043 $
1,033
1,685
194
4,500

41,560 $
33
1,185
159
0

6,483 $
1,000
500
35
4,500

6,483 $
1,000
500
35
4,500

o
o
o
o

---------- ------------- ---------- ------------- --------
55,455
42,937
12,518
12,518
o
1,000,000

1,000,000

0

0

0

11,789

8,842

2,947

2,947

0

Data Processing Costs

8,761

7,191

1,570

1,570

0

Prior Year Commi tments

8,000

8,000

0

0

0

6,868,084

6,635,494

232,590

232,590

0

~O

Special Appropriation

Administrative Overhead Cost*

GRAND TOTAL

Total Income
Total Expenditures

7,032,964
6,868,084

Projected Surplus

164,880

*Cost assessed for MSAC to maintain its computer system, receive financial reports and to
support the Office of Information Processing's staff, and for the processing
and administration of Federal grants.
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Revenues:
4,561,138

General Funds
Federal Funds:
Basic State Grant
Artists in Education Program
Alvin Ailey Grant
Special Funds, AiE
Carryover Funds

482,000
26,000
33,000
25,000
154,880
5,292,018

Total

Expenditures:

General Administration
Grants to Major Institutions
Grants to Organizations
Baltimore Int'l Festival
Ailey camp
Mid Atlantic Arts Fndn.
Community Arts Development
Artists in Education Program
Individual Artists Awards
Centering In
Arts Resource Center
Art in Public Places
Folklife
Honoraria
Intern Program
Maryland Film Commission
Total
Total Revenues
Total Expenditures
Surplus

067,215
2,012,744
1,194,653
12,500
33,000
23,000
641,317
200,000
173,000
50,000
11, 750
5,000
5,000
30,000
7,000
165,257
5,231,436

5,292,018
5,231,436
60,582
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1
Maryland state Arts Council Policy and Procedures
Regarding the Amerlcans with Disabilitles Act of 1990

I. THE LAW
The rules and regulations that inte~pret the 1990 Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA) came into effect on
January 26, 1992.
Among other things, these rules and
regulations set standards fo~ what are referred to as
"public accommodations" - private ol"ganizations and
businesses that serve the public, includinCj private
organizations that receive MSAC funds.
A similar, but significantly higher standa~d is set for
government agencies and other public institutions.
Since
the main pu~pose of this memorandum is to describe the rules
and regulations that govern private organizations, public
institutions should review the ADA rules and regulations
to determine the extent of current compliance and to
identify measures which should be undertaken to improve
accessibility for persons with disabilities.
The rules and regulations require that all private
organizations "remove architectural barriers in eXisting
facilities, including communication barriers that are
structural in nature, where such removal is readily
achievable, i.e. easily accomplishable and able to be
carried out without much difficulty or expense." The rules
and regulations list a number of measures that are
considered readily achievable, and the~eby restrict the
latitude organizations may exercise in defining what changes
might be prohibitively "difficult" or "expensive" to
implement.
These readily achievable measures, as listed in
the Federal Register, July 26, 1991, include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)

installing ramps;
Making curb cuts in sidewalks and entrances;
Repositioning shelves;
Rearranging tables, chairs, vending machines,
display racks, and other furniture;
Repositioning telephones;
Adding raised markings on elevator control buttons;
Installing flashing alarm lights;
Widening doors;
Installing offset hinges to widen doorways;
Eliminating a turnstile o~ providing an alternative
accessible path;
Installing accessible door hardware;
Installing grab bars in toilet stalls;
Rearranging toilet partitions to increase
maneuvering space;
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14) Insulating lavatory pipes under sinks to prevent

burns;
15) Installing a raised toilet seat;
16) Installing a full-length batlll'oom mirror;
17) Repositioning the paper towel dlspenser in a
bathroom;
18) Creating designated accessible parking space;
19) Installing an accessible paper cup dispenser at an
existing inaccessible water fountain;
20) Removing high pile, low den~ity carpeting; or
21) Installing vehicle hand controls.

Specific design standards for these and other measures are
provided in the Federal Register, July 26, 1991, Part III;
Departmen t of Justice, Off ice of the At tOl"ney General 28 CFR
Part 36: Nondiscrimination on the BaS1S of Disability by
Public Accommodations: Final Rule.
The rules and regulations listed in the F~deral Register
urge that the removal of barriers follow the following
priorities:
"First, a public accommodation should take measures to
provide access to a place of public accommodation from
public sidewalks, parking, or publ ic transpol"tation. These
measures include, for example, installing an entrance ramp,
widening entrances, and providing accessible parking spaces.
Second, a public accommodation should take measures to
provide access to those areas of a place of public
accommodation where goods and services are made available to
the public. These measures include, for ~xample, adjusting
the layout of display racks, rearrallging tables, providing
Brailled and raised character signage, widening doors,
providing visual alarms, and installing ramps.
Third, a public accommodation should take measures to
provide access to restroom faciliti,=,s. These meaSU1"eS
include, for example, removal of obstructing furniture or
vending machines, widening of doors, installation of ramps,
providing accessible signage, widening of toilet stalls, and
installation of grab bars.
Fourth, a public accommodation should take any other
measures necessary to provide acces~ to the goods, services,
facili ties, privileges, advantages, or aCI_~om1\lodations."
II. HSAC P("'·LICY
In accoraance with state and federal law, Maryland state
Arts Council funds cannot be granted to any organization
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that discriminates against individuals UpOll the basis of
sex, r ace, reI i g ion, nat ion a lor i gin, () 1- dis ab iIi t Y.
Regarding discrimination against persons with disabilities,
the Council cannot grant funds to ol-gani::ations that are
not in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990.
In order to receive MSAC funds, an organization
must demonstrate compliance in its operations and programs
as described below:
1) Public Access to Programs
Any organization that receives MSAC funds may not
discriminate against persons with disabilities who
choose to avail themselves of the organization's
activities and products.
Persons with disabilities have the right to attend,
enjoy, and otherwise benefit from any organization's
performances, exhibitions, publications, or other
artistic products on a basis equal with other
individuals.
An organization that receives MSAC funds should remove
any barriers that impede the a~cess of persons with
disabilities to the arts activities of their choice.
Organizations may ask that persons who require special
accommodations such as sign interpretation or a large
type exhibition catalog request them a reasonable
amount of time in advance.
Any instructions for such
advance requests should be noted in all program
announcements.
In order to receive MSAC funds, an organization that
does not compl y with these s tandal-ds must undertake any
readily achievable measure(s) that would remove
existing barriers.
If the completion of all readily achievable measures
does not result in the removal of barriers, then an
organization should develop alternative means of
providing arts activities to persons with disabilities.
Such alternatives may include at least one performance
of each production, at least one installation of each
exhibition, or at least one presentation of other
activities at one or more accessible locations.
Such
performances, installations, and/or presentations
should be equivalent to those provided in other
locations, and included in all program schedules and
announcements.
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2) Program Participation
Any organization that recei"v'es HSAC funds may not
discriminate against persons with disabilities in
programs such organizations produce 'Jr present.
Individuals with
enlist, compete,
activities on an
This means that,

disabilities have the right to enroll,
and/or participate 1n all program
basis equal with other individuals.
for example:

'* A casting call or announcement of auditions for an
orchestra chair may not exclude candidates with
disabilities. Auditions must take place in an
accessible location.

'* Individuals with disabilities who audition or apply
for participation in an arts activity may not be
competitively disadvantaged by their disability.

'* An ensemble that includes artists with disabilities
must select rehearsal and perfonnance space that
is accessible to all of its members.
In order to receive HSAC funds, an organization that
does not comply with these standards must undertake any
readily achievable measure(s) that would remove
existing barriers.
3) Employment
Any organization that receives HSAC funds may not
discriminate in the advertisement, selection, hiring,
or assignment of employees upon the basis of
disability.
Persons with disabilities have the right to apply and
receive equitable consideration for jobs, and if hired
are entitled to the same terms of employment, working
conditions, and opportunities for advancement as other
employees. This means that, for example:

'* a hiring search may not rule out candidates with
disabilities or place them at a competitive
disadvantage

* employees with disabilities must be accorded barrier
free workspace and access to equipment and
facilities they require to perform their duties
(copying machine, postage meter, telephone, etc.),
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as well as building entrances, safety equipment,
alarm systems, restrooms, and allY amenities
provided for employees, such as water coolers.

* employees with disabilities are entitled to receive
the same benefits as employees without
disabilities.
If, for example, parking space is
provided for an organization's ~mployees as an
employment benefit, then employees with
disabilities are entitled to parking space and an
accessible route from parking to work station.
4) Organizational Governance
Any organization that receives MSAC funds may not
discriminate against people with disabilities In the
governance of the organization.
Individuals with disabilities have the right to seek
election or appointment to any organizational committee
or office, and to participate in organizational
governance on a basis equal with other individuals.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
As part of a completed MSAC FY 1993 grant request, the form
below on page 6 of this document must be detached, signed
and returned prior to April 1, 1992.
The form must be
signed by the Chair or President of the organization's board
of directors and the officer who signs the grant application
on behalf of his or her organization.
As was the case for FY 1992 grants, an applicant
organization must agree to the terms of an MSAC grant
contract in order to receive MSAC funds.
This contract,
which will be mailed on July 1, 1992 to all organizations
approved by the Council to receive MSAC funding, requires
the grant recipient to comply with the provisions of the
Americans with Disabilities Act and other anti
discrimination laws, and indemnifies the Council against
responsibility for actions taken by a grantee that fails to
honor this contract.
A grant contract cannot be executed for any organization
that is not in compliance with the terms of the ADA on
July 1, 1992.
Council-approved grant funds will be
withheld from such organizations until compliance is reached
and a Jrant contract executed.
Grants aWdrded at the time
of compliance will be subject to the availability of funds.
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Organization name
I hereby acknowledge that I have received and reviewed the MSAC
statement on discrimination against persons with disabilities.

(signature)

(sIgnature)

(date of signing)
Chair or President,
Board of Directors

(date of signing)
Director

This form must be completed, signed, and returned to
HSAC offices not later than April 1, 1992.
Haryland state Arts Council
601 North Howard street
Baltimore, HD 21201
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eallet Theater AnnaDolis
Salto festi'al at the Arts
Do,nto,n ~ance
D.C. Vhe!1 Productions
Eya Anderson Dancers
Eya Anderson Dancers
IIDrOyisations l.lnlilit.1
IIDrOyisation5 Unlilited
Xinetics [janc: Th:atr:
lorean Arts School
xotobuki lai
MD Baliet
M~ C~c1 for liance
lO Cncl for Dance
.0 Th:atn
MHCPP~: Public Pla,hous!
National Sal1:t at M~
H!lt Ice Age
~hoenix kep liance Co
Phoenix ~ep Dance Co

~!Q

$1.76:
$3.000
I; . iDa
IUOO

19.000
$12, 000
$2.019
119,300
$1.120
$& ,650
$5,500
$39,300
112,180
II J. 000

$0

$1,500
$1,500
$1.900
12,m
$5,500
$3,000
$l,llS

1,,500
$\,000
$1,1&0

$0

10

12Ul5
$5.&00

l!t,m

$1 ,ODD

$1 ,78 J

1500

12, SO 0

$0

15,000
$4,100
$750
10

l721
5rant

; ln, I

iirants Com

Acci icant

Bri~f O~scriction
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COllitt~~

i~c

I: i2 , I O~
,:~ ~:n~~!1 oDer!tin? succor: fc: :n: Por-Wo" ,iSnOC5
:"; Sp~c;a; proj~c: 5uccort Na:ive AI~rican Festi'al
:~1:0 ;~!, _us;c SOC
.,. ;:~~~ai oDernin; succort Ie: 9:-9J Hason
::; Sc:c:ai projec: supcort for AI;~ican Indian Peri,
:oncer: :cci~tf at ~~
:,; :P!cial proj~c: support t~ cellelora!! Horth point
t Balto :~Ior Co••:rce
,'_'~ S~neral op~raiinq support for restored site
~urnac~ lo,n foundation
P~b Sp!cia! proj~c: support fc~ 'GruIS of Pa5sion'
'arr~tt : :
i~J SD:cial proj!ct 5upport for 51acl Story ~~5t
Sriot Circie of ~O
5Pii Sp"ial proj:ct suppor! oi a c;rlinEnt !lnibit
~ayr~ d~ 'rac: 0~co! .us
Piii Progral 5UPport for a rtsourc! coll~ction
Hi~hlano Beach Hist SOC
PU ProjHt support for oral hislon
Hi~hlano Beach Hi5t 50c
;~; General op~rating 5upport to snO'Ca5! Judaic arts
:e,ish foil Art5 Soc
;~5 General op!rating support for concerts. elhibits
Je,ish Hist Soc of ~D
PiJ Project 5upport of black and J~,ish groups
~aalot Cantor5 Selinary
PiG Proqral support for pubiishing Maryland quilt bk
~~ Eltension HOlelakers
PiG ~US!UI Arts proqralling
~o Hi5tOricai Soci~ty
P~J Sp!cial project support for outdoor conCErts
~ountain Sr~~n Art5 Assn
ii~~ Orqani ationa I 5UPport for tour5. !tc.
Hatl Cncl Trod Arts
ii05 Seneral operatinl 5ucport fo: !lhibit5. prograls
P~al~ ~u5eul
Spruce ~or!st Arti5an vi] SPG Special pro!~ct support for folk art ~ducation
St. ~arY'5 froculentation P'; Proqral support for photo sur,ey of St. Nary's~"
P~J Proj~ct support to offer Indian Classical MU5ic
ij~CP: Ethnolusicoloqy
P~J Conference on and about yiddisn clubs
Yiddish of 5rtr Wa5h
,0; 6eneral op~rating support 12-9l perforlanc~5
1~ler Chai
SP5 Pr~5ent choral lusic to disabled I 5tnior audi~nces
Zelu Chai

5!;to AI
:,Ito AI

:~dian Cent~r

In~iin Cent~r

;, 6C
B,

'I

~A

6:

;, p"
~A BA
fA we,
~A 5A
fA Be
fA HA
~A

I'i .000
I; : . DOD
I: ,200
I'; ,180
l: ,000

!i,OOO
II .860
Id .815
110.000
Ill, 9J0

~A

H
H

~A

MG

11.600
no.OOO

fA se
FA ~O
fA AA
FA BC
~A WA
FA MO
fA BC
FA GA
FA SM
~A P5
fA

M~

fA MO
~A MO

l;o.lO)

\1 , J00
110.000
15 0, 00 a
11.000
192.000
123.610
15, 000
11.500
11 \ ,800
117.000
II • a0a

11.000

25
Anti!UI iniew

,~~

6el1~5 L~ttr!5

~0ii

':harl e5 Co CC
PreS5
~~st of Poet5 I Poetry
'r!!nbelt Art5 Center
Ho Co Po Lit Soc
~o St Poetry/lit Soc
Yrit:r'5 Cent!r

;OG
Pi5
SPS
;05
506

Oolphin'~oon

Acadel' oi the Art5
Balto Festival of Arts
Bra'e ~~, Worl5 ITSU)
Church Hi 11 Theatre
':oBa It, Inc.
CoBalt, Inc.
Colulbia Festi'al
-COil Arts Alliance MO
COlland Perf' UMAS
Concert5 in the Country
Concerts in the Countr,
first Miqht Annapolis

H;

;0~

.0ii
.OG
liS
505
50.
SP6
;~G

Pi6
P~ii

.05
SFS
.Oii

SenHal
6!neral
Project
Seneral
Progral
Special
5eneral
General
;eneral

6eneral
6eneral
Proqral
General
6efteral
Special
6eftera\

oPHatin9 support br publications
operating support for literar, co,!rag~
5upport for a read;n,) suies
op~rating SUPDort for literary press
support ior 119J F:sti,al
proj!ct 5upport for playwright d!'e!oplent
op~rating supoort for literary proqrals
operating support for ,orlshops, r~adinq5
op:ratin,; support for lituary progrus

operatin? support fer class~s. concerts
operating support for AiTSCAPE
support for contelPorary perforlances
operatinq 5upport for 92-9J productions
ooeratin? support for lulti·d art5
project support for progral5 for disabled
operatinl support for 92'93 f~sti,al
Sp~cial project r!port for conf~rence, surrey
Special proj!ct support for the arts SEries
Seneral operating support for lulti-Iedia theater
2-da, lulti'l!dia festi'al in "yattsto,n
;!neral operating support to showcase the art5

LI

LI
II
II
II
LI
II
II

VA
NG
CH

BC
SM
P5
HO
BA
LI MO

~G

H

MO BC
M~

8A

MO

QA

.0 BC
MO BC
MD HO

I: ,500
10
lJ,500
1:.000
12,000
16,000
I: ,500
19.250
1,,000
12.000
16,000
$0
18,250
16,500
12,212
$1.000
$0
n .500
1500
$1.000

12,000
II ,000
11.500
111.000
12,000
12,000
110,000
10
18,250
16,500
12,212
11,000
$0
$3,500
$500
$1,000

168,212

pJ ,022

16-.505

I J2,081

$ll, 016

1?7.S60
$32,396
$16.500
P,200
h.100
ll,500

115.000
120,000
1.,000

$22,500
$21,618
$.,000
P50

$10.000

11UOO

$953
1\.500
$8,000

$801
$2,250
11.250
$1,500
11.000
$2,JOO

IUo~

11:.680

$10,000

.0 H

I; , S00
I, ,000
I: . 000

I: ,000
$0
13 ,SO~
11,000
12,000
11,500
$0
Ii,S 0~

1.,298
$1,120
$J ,500
$87J
125, J80

BC
MO
MO

MO
MO

B
I~

1801
11,000
12.000
12.900
16.000
11,300
h.998
11,500
138.000

.0 Fi
.~

168.195

IUOO
It, J00

$0

1\.500
10
115,000
$0
I J.500
$500
11.000
15,000

$m

$2,250
$1,000
$I,m

$I,m

$0
$11,000
$0
$J, SOD
$500
$1,000
$. ,096

;rant <ollit!!<
Applicant

MSAC

~!:

aI CD

YP!

,

FY93

:~;

:o!clal proj!ct support for div!rs~ p~0~ra •• in1
.0 AA
P[J Progr31 support to si?n I ~rajn in::~,r::!~!
MG Fi
-RJ ?roject support for ~olu.b~s oui~c!nt!~~.rY
M~ Al
;r~stbur: :tat~ ~
,_ .~,gral suoport for !auoti~r.ai octr!!C".
I~ 10
;aith:'s~ur1 Arts ~nci
;arr!tt Lal!! Arts F<!t
"" ?r,~ral support for Acc!!s :n! Art!
MO 6A
w, :!n<rl: op!ra!)nl suppor! for .uiti-d H!!
MG p'j
~r~~~O:;t Art! :<~t!r
Piu Progr .. support for fin! arts cai!ndar
MO HA
~ariora ': ':
H~ :PcCili proj!ct suoport fer In!ltu Arts oro::::
MO HA
~avr! ~c ~rac: Arts Call
,~, ;!n!ral op!rating ?rant tor !Ihibits l orograls
~O HO
Howara ~ountY Arts ~ntr
f'.\J Proi::: suppor! lo~ s!nior yiddish ar:s ,~,?ralS
H E'
Jtwish ~nc for A~ing
~0S 5:nerai o.!rating support for conc!rts. !Inioit!
.~ N~
!~wish :011 entr of SV
Si~ :o~ci.1 proj~ct supcor! for a tourin~ pr',ral
MG~;
Xotobuii xai
PRS Progru support for lultidisciplinarl t!!tival
MO 8A
MO Arts F<stiYal (TSUI
:0,; ,:~er31 op:ratin? !upport I:r 3rts c~n::'
M~ H
M~ Ha 11
Pr5 Educational S~linar for arts non-profits
M~ BC
MO law~rs tor Arts
PC:J Co!iaborativ: p~rforunc; rith UP
M~ BC
M~ lanus for Arts
;06 S!neral operating support for artistic prograls
MO VA
MO ThHt re
,~, S:neral operating support for perfs. !Inibits
.0 pu
MHCPP~; Arts Division
;0, ,;!n!rai oP!ratin'~ support for 92-93 !~d!on
MD P6
MHCPPC: Harlony ~all
,~~ ;!o!ral oceratin9 support for n~, worl
M~ BC
Splittin~ Ilage lh:atre
.0 MO
Strathlor! Hall Arts ~ntr ;06 S:neral oo!rating support for !xhibits, r!3dings
MO H
Tid.wat!r P:rforlin~ Arts ;0; 6en!rai operatin9 support for 92-93 s!ason
50S S!n~ral op~ratin? support tor 92-93 s~ason
10 At
lri-5tat! ~Oll Conc!rts
NO 6C
Urban 5vcs Cultural Arts ;0; S:n;ral op!rating support for Eubie Blak~ (~nt!r
;06 6!neral operatin'l support for conc!rts, dances, etc.NO Fi
We;nber1 :entH
Pi; Proqra. support for Shol!1 Aleich!1 ob!!r'anc!
MO MO
Yiddish of ;rtr Wash
~'C!

18

Ar lFB I
Balto Fill forul
Frostbur~ ~t U: WfWM
Frostbur1 st IJ: WFWM
MO Public ieleYison
He, Br!!Zes
TSU: Asian Arts Center
VBJC-FM: HCC of Balta
V6JC-FH: m of Balto

Annap Choral:
Annap Opera
Annap SYIPhony
Balto Cha.ber Orch!stra
6alto Chor31 Arts Soc
Balto ~o O~pt of Ag;ng
6a I to ~onsort
Bay Vi nds 6and
Brass Cha.ber Soc Annap
Brass Maryland
Candleli]ht Concerts
Cantat~ Chalber Singers
Capital Co.poser's All.

:p"

;06
~~5

PRJ
Pi6
PR6
HJ

PE6
Pi!

,~,

SD6
;06
;05
;05
PRJ
50;

605
;'J5

;06
;05
;DS
;0S

~roouc!ion

ME

BC

;~n~ral

ME
ME
.E
ME
IE
ME
ME
ME

ec

of P5A on rural I linority arti sts
oo:rating support for 92-93 fii. s:ri!s
~la!sicai lusic cro?ralling
~roi!ct support to produce 13 high-quaiity tapes
Production of 'io:o arts ugHine
Progra. suoport docUI~ntary on African A. artists
Project lupport for 5-6 fillS frol Asia, ~acific
Progral support for classical progral personn!l
~roj;ct suoport lor 'Music in Maryland' concerts

5!n!rai
5!n!ral
6eneral
5!nerai
6eneral
Project
Senual
6!nuai
6!n!rai
Senerai
S:nerai
6!neral
Seneral

oOeratinq support for 92-91 Sealon
op!rating support for 92-93 Season
operatin~ support tor 92-93 season
op~rating support for 92-93 s!ason
oP/ratin~ support for 92-93 s!ason
supoort for prograls targ!ted to seniors
op:nting support for 92-93 s~ason
op;ratinq support for 92-93 season
oo!ratin'q support tor 92-93 s~ri~s
op!rating support for 92-93 season
op!rating support for 92-93 S!Ison
op!rating support for 92-93 season
op!rating support for 92-93 season

.,

Hn; 1

Ii 3]
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First Hight Anna~oli~
;~!~!r~Cl Co ~~~rin~

~!C

At
Al

8A
8A

BA
BC
6C

Mll H
NU H
Mlj H
MU U
MU BC

MU BA
IU BC
MU H
MU H
Mll

8C

MU HG
MU NO
NU P6

110,m
12.0G~

10

"

~:::::::::

Iv
I~

$B, :~:
IIO.DG'

IUO~

I~,m

I) , 6?:

I j ,OOJ
Iv

1:,00;
Iv

12. )a0
16, OOJ

luoo
113 .150

luoe
19.,16"
IUOO
110. DO a
150.000
$1 , 100

s: .~v<

n,ooo
10
IUuC
Ii.OOO
140.000

I i.2~0

I:. u; c

S;.~OO

10
16.000
11.520
IIB.OOv
I, ,330
I: ,0 a0
I j 1. 900
$0
10.

IUOO
$]0.000
10
10
111 ,ODD
$!O,OOO
16,500
IUOO
113,269
12.000
$0
111.000
10
11.000

16.500
$1.211
12.,000
12 I 000
10
111.000
11,000
11, 000

1103,0J5

1252.519

1291,176

IJ.825
112,800
18. 112
J50
1161. DO 0
11 J 1000
15.050
121 .600
15 .J 00

10
18,000

18 , m

11,500
11,000
15. DOD
12,500
15.000
I J. 000

IJ. 000
11, SOD
10
IS .000
12,5 DO
13 I SOD
12.000

1239,.3 J

129,065

126,m

16.200

13.000
10
II s.oOO
18.000
120,000
$1,000
11,000
1350
11,500
12.500
1S,100
11,000
$HO

12. S00

11D.22~

$6. ,5 J I
\75.000
129,800
11.750
1·1,900
IB, J0a
12.500
12UOO
121.615
11.600

1-.

I-.W
111.000
11 J ,560
128.1 JO

$1,50 B
II. J61
1350
12.300
$5.'36
11UOO
12,500
$34 0

I J. 06S

III, DOD

I.. ,000

10

to
11&.150
11 a,000
116.100

to
11,000
124S
11.500
'2,500
II. J20

$600
12~1

l 7:'
irant
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Music ioc Balto
Sec Balto

;~I~

s;;;

:haIOe~ ~usic

:~~rj!s!o.n ~~llun;ty

~r.;

C~esaoeaie

;·:5

Chorale
Chorai Arts Soc frede'!cl
C~I~loia Pro Cantar:
~onc!rt Artist! of Balto
Concert Society at MO
':uloeriand Choral Soc
Dains Park
[ Shore Ch,loer fe!tivai
freduid C C
fr~aerici SYIPnony
Goucne~ Col Music ~~pt
Greater Saito Youth Orch
Handel Cnoir
Hood Coll~3f
Hopi ins 5Ylphony
Hopkins SYIPnon!
)HU Cultural Attairs
laure1 Oratorio 50ci!tl
LJ Vright Conc~rts
LJ Vrignt Conc~rts
NO Choral Soci~ty
M~ Lyr;c Opera
~O st ~pera Co
.D State Boychoir
NO SUII~r Institut!
MO 5Y1pnony
NO Youth SYIPhony
Montgolery Co Mast:rlorls
Mt. Hebo Gosp~l ~horus
Nusilanten
Musikant~n

--
--
--

iOG

m
PLi
;.j;

PiG
;ui

m
PiS
5Gb
P~J

50S

SPi
PiG
~ii5

m
SP5
6VU

iu6
505
;OS
;u~

5u5
GaG

i,j6
~v6

m

SP5

Hat'l ChubH Orch!!tra
feabody Institut~: JHU
Pert Arts Assn LintnicUI
P5 Philharlonic
Pro Musica J(ara
Salisburl SYlphony
Snore Jazz
Shri'er Conc~rts: JHU
st. C~arl.s Cnoral.
5usQuehanna SllPhony
Tidelater Ens!lbl! (StM Co
TSU: Cello F!stilal
UIO Chorus
VOlen COIPosers Orchestra

i~6
P~6
;,~S

SV~

;0;
6u~

m
5iiG
i'J5
505
PJ(J
PiJ
PEG

50'j

De!~ri~tion

icner.; operating succort tor 92-9J Se3!On
Droject SUCDor~ tor cnalber cClliss;on
~ro!r'l support for 19 cl,!sic~1 concerts
;:n~rai ocerating SUDcort lor 92-9? se~son
i:n~rai oc/rating succor: f~~ 92-9? 5e350n
::nerai OD~rating succort tor 92-93 seeSon
;:nerai opH3ting sucport for 92-9J season
ien~rai ocerat;ng sucport tor 92-93 series
Sen~rai oc~ratinq sucport tor 92-93 season
Proj~ct sucport tor leekly Sunday e,~ning concerts
;ener,1 OD~r,ting sucport tor a lusic testi'ai
Special proj~ct support to present jazz series
~~neral operating support for 93 s~ason
Progral support tor lusical e!ents
Support tor 92-93 s~ason ; Esser CC
;en~ral operating support for 92-9J s!ason
~roject support for centennial concerts
5~neral op!rating support for 92-9J season
Special Droj~ct support for uno~rpri,iledg~d youth
Proj!ct support for a .-conc~rt s~ri!s
5en~rai operating sucport tor 92-9J season
S~n~ral operating grant for 92-93 Season
Proj~ct support for a linority opera COIPany
Gen~ral operating support for 92-9J s~ason
General op~rating support for 92-9J season
General operating support for 92-9J season
General operating support for 92-9J season
General operating support for Piano festi'al
5en~ral operatin~ support for 92-9J s~ason
G!n~ral operating support for 92-93 season
;enerai ocerating support for 92-93 season
5~neral operating support for 92-9J season
General ocerating support tor 92-9J season
Special proj~ct support to s~ries of concerts
General operating support for 92-9J season
Proj~ct support tor tne Adallan i~cital S~ri~s
6en~ral op~rat;n! supcort for 92-9J productions
G!neral operating support for 92-93 season
ieneral operating support for 92-9J season
6!neral operating support for 92-9J s!!Son
Sp~cial proj~ct support for Shore Jazz '9J
ien~ral op~rating support for 92-9J conc!rt series
6en~r!1 operating support for 92-9J season
Sen~ral op~rating support tor 92-93 leason
Special proj~ct support tor Oa,id Dialond concert
Pr09rai support for th~ Int Cello Festi'a]
Progral supcort for 92-9J conc!rt Season
6entra) oper.ting support for 92-9J s!ason
So~c;aj

GI

\.::

M(I SA
~I)

6.1

.'.' SA
.11 ~;
.11 ; ~
MI) ~~.
Mtl 8:
~IJ
Pi
M(I At
MU H
~(I
T.l
~')
f~
MU f.
MI] BA
MI) SA
MU Be
~u

'R

MU Be
Mtl BC
MI) BC
~I.I
f;
MU e~
~U

s-:

NU P~
MI] H
MU NO
NU SA
~1.1
P5
NU VA
~IJ
HO
MIJ ~O
NI.I P5
Mil .0
MU NO
~I)
MO
~U BC
MU H
NU PG
NI) BC
~U VI
MI.I VI
~IJ

S~

Ntl
Il'
N(I
NI)
NU
MI)

u
HA
5N
SA

PG
BC

51
Annao 5uII!r Garden Th
Annap Theater Proj
Balta Actors' Theatre

Seneral operating support for 92-9J productions
m 6en~ral operating support for 92-9J s~ason
50G G~n!ral op~r.ting grant for 92-93 s!ason
~06

n9?
. ......

TH U
TH H
TH SA
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I:.m
I: ,000
11 ,JOG

IUOQ
I:.m
11.0,;
I:: ~

I•.• ::
. I' . J::
\' .:::
I: , S:)
\1. ::.j
\U:S
\10, Q00
\31 ,3; 5

I: ,00u
H,500
IdOG
\1 J,000

\ <_.t
~.

1522

\ ! ,: ~O

~rc!nn

\1.1: J

r::

I•. ao,
IUD a
\ :5,500
Ii 65
10
1:,;5,
Ii, 000
11.000
10
\2.1 00
\1,500
\1,000
\1, SOD
\0
11,000
\1, SOO
\2,000
\0
12,000
\ \,500
\0
\m
\13,500
$J5,975
11,600
\3, DOD

\1 J,000
\J.OOO
13,278
\UOO
\J,)88
\3,000
$180
$730
\20,000
\SJ.OOO
\_,149
\9.10 I
$950
IJ. 186
\1,500
$JO,DOO
$7 ,000
11.500
\8,915
\UJJ
\_ ,000
\10.000
110,000
\87 a
\3,148
\26.000
IJ , 100
110,000
\2,380

\0
1:.i0 0
\ i • 000
11.000
\0
\1.500
\J,200
\1 .00 a
\I,SOO
10
\1,000
\UOO
\2,000
\1, 000
\2,000
IU51
\0
Il J0
\9,000
\28,000
\2,SOO
\J,000
\950
\1,500
$0
\16,000
\2,000
\1,500
\6,000
\1.500
\2,000
\0
\J,500
$500
12,000
\LOOO
$0
\0
$2, J80

IH8,659

120l.J1l

\211,495

$5,000
11.000
138, 8J I

$0
\360
\8,500

$0
IJ 60
\8, DOD

13, JOG
\2,916
\1.0 00
\l ,000
\6.100
$11,000
\8.000
IJ,000
\2.275

\m
$1,500
\0
\20,100
\2,000
POD
$6,000
\2,000
\1, :00
\0
SJ,500
$500
11,200
IJ, DOD
SO
\0
11,600

Co•• itt~:
App) icant
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5Herai ooera: n9 support for 91-9? S!HOn
G0; 5:nera uo:ra! ng support for pcop:! ::rtorlanc!!
·jO. ;:~er;; ooerat ng Sijpport ei9n: a~n~ai proouctio~!
G·},j ;.n.~3: ooerat n~ support for 9:-9, !~!!on
,0r, ·'.n~ra; oc~rat n~ sUOPOr! !or l?-E !:3!On

:~I:r!c Eri~1: Th:~tr:
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Guidelines 1994 Questionnaire and Summary
NOTE:
1)

100 questionnaires were mailed; 54 were returned
Did you find the Guidelines text easy to read and
understand?

50 of the res pondents thought that the Guidelines were
easy to read, two did not respond. One made the comment that
it had to be read twice and another said that after applying
for grants over a long period of time the Guidelines were
finally easy to understand.
2)

Did the order in which the information was presented
seem to follow in logical sequence?

51 respondents said yes and two said that it was OK.
Three comments were: 1) it has improved over a five year
period, 2) the information for general organizations should
be placed before the major organizations, and 3) if any
changes are made in the format or information, please send a
letter stating the changes and warn applicants, on the first
page of the Guidelines, to read the information carefully.
3)

Were you able to easily decide which program and
application fit your needs?

There were 5 "pretty much so" responses, 41 yes
responses, and 3 no's. One no response complained that the
programs had been split into Arts and Non-Arts organizations
without notifying the applicants. After using the
application for several years he did not read the
instructions and would have filled in the wrong form if the
change had not been fortuitously mentioned in a phone
conversation about another matter.
An applicant also felt that the Folk Art composite
should state that it supports traditions outside of Maryland
and to explain which program would be appropriate for
requesting a grant to present non-western, Indian, Japanese
etc., classical music. "Someday, it is hoped, 'music'
categories will be defined as broadly as 'dance'."
It should be made clear that application for multi
discipline organizations should be made through the category
of the most dominant programming. This would not only help
the organization, but clarify for the panelist why he/she is
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reviewing a particular application. Some asked, "As
organizations expand their disciplines, can they qualify for
the multi-discipline program?"
Many of the yes responses stated that if there were any
questions about the application, they were clearly and
quickly resolved by someone on the Council staff.
4)

Did the qualification requirements seem unreasonable;
or should they be more restrictive?

31 organizations felt that the qualifying requirement s
were fine and should not be changed. 14 thought that they
were reasonable. 6 wanted them to be less restrictive and 2
wanted them to be more restrictive, one of the latter
suggested nothing and the other suggested requiring a 990
form.
One of the less restrictive votes thought that the
qualifications should be "broader" for children's events.
Other comments stated that allowances should be made for new
organizations, which now must wait two years after
incorporation to qualify to receive some assistance. Some
state that special projects are VERY restrictive and one
person would like to see organizations that are part of
governmental agencies to be eligible as 'major
institutions' .
5)

Were enough clear instructions presented to help you
complete the application?

There were 46 yes responses and 6 who felt that
instructions could be clearer. Someone noted that the
distinction between Arts and Non-Arts organizations should
be made clear at the beginning of the Guidelines
information.
It was also not clear what kind of projects would
actually be acceptable to qualify for a Special Project
Grant.
One person suggested being allowed to view examples of the
prior year's completed application forms.
Most difficulty seems to be with interpreting the
budget form. Those who commented were confused about what
could be included in each of budget line items. Were they
restricted to only those items that were listed or did the
categories actually include expenses that were not stated on
the form. One respondent was not sure when to include or not
to include In-Kind donations in the official budget. It
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would be helpful if expenses that were not eligible could be
re-emphasized on the budget page of the application. Why is
debt service an eligible part of the operating budget while
other related items are not?
Again, several respondents stated that any problems
were usually resolved very clearly by the Council personnel.

6)

Did you feel you were able to adequately describe you
organization and its needs in the application?

Two responses were no. The rest were yes; however, the
overwhelming added comment was that more space was needed to
answer questions more thoroughly. Two people suggested that
space should be given to identify unusual circumstances that
should be considered by the panel when evaluating an
organization, e.g., why an organization that is a subsidiary
of a government agency would request operating funds from
the MSAC.
Several yes responses also noted that a lot of the
requested information seemed repetitive on the application,
especially questions #28 - 30.
Project grant forms should clearly emphasize how
important it is to demonstrate the significance of the
project for the intended artists and audiences.
7)

Was there any information that you were required to
disclose that you felt was not necessary?

There was only one yes response to this question,
everyone else did not feel any information was unnecessary.
One sympathetic applicant said that although it is tedious
to gather and prepare some of the statistics, it was
understood that many of the figures are necessary for the
MSAC to fulfill its legal obligations.
The yes respondent felt uncomfortable asking assistants
and exhibiting artists questions concerning their ethnic
background. "Why does it matter if people working in the
organization are 'older' or have 'physical or mental
disabilities'. It's embarrassing to ask people, especially
subordinates, this type of information." One of the no
respondents however, also felt that collecting minorities
and special population data was difficult.
One person wanted to know why, if In-Kind statistics are not
included in the budget, does the Maryland State Arts Council
care about this information.
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8)

Were there any application questions for which you felt
it was difficult to provide the requested information?

Most respondents did not feel that any question was too
difficult to answer. However, the eight that stated yes felt
that the budget and questions pertaining to minorities,
special constituencies, age, disabilities, and ethnic
background were difficult or uncomfortable to answer.
One person stated that question #29 is too broad, the
definition of artist may vary according to the type of
organization.
Budget complaints included:
A) The budget does not list several of our expenses, we
have to lump several items together leaving unexplained
blanks on the form.
B) Please define the personnel types. What happens if
one person fills more than one position, how do you divide
the salary?
C) What does private support include and please leave
more space for "other expenses."
D) This year part of an organization's salary expense
was paid by a university and could not be pro-rated and
included in the applicant's budget. This is a substantial
financial commitment for the university and the
organization.
E) It is difficult for small organizations to project a
FY94 budget in January of '92; the '93 season is still so
tentative and can change from what has already been
submitted.
F) There needs to be space to explain to the Council
how cuts in one's budget have effected the financial
stability of the organization.
G) Often times the number of staff personnel depends on
the amount of funding one receives. For this reason it is
difficult to give an accurate figure for salaries.
H) In-Kind service estimates are difficult to quantify,
especially for future years.
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9)

What other information do you feel would be important
for the Council to know about your organization when
applying for grants?

There should be questions pertaining to the
organization's relationship to the community including the
community's response to the organization. Why does the
community need the organization and what are the
organization's specific contributions to the community that
are unique from other organizations. An history of the
development and outreach of the organization would help
present a more valid indication of its commitment to
community audiences and its scope of artistic presentations.
Although most everything can be explained on the
application form, supplemental materials or an open question
for "other pertinent comments" might help fill in gaps in
information. Guidelines information should also emphasize
the option to include video, audio or slide materials. Also,
one organization was confused if MSAC only wanted two items
for supplemental materials; or how many pieces could be
included in the two sets stated in the Guidelines. Are video
and slides considered supplemental?
The mission statement should be a separate question and
the number of audience reached should be a separate
question. Instead of just requesting Board members names and
addresses wouldn't it also be important to know their
professions and affiliations?
An organization should be able to present information on
"other" non-arts programming that it may offer.
On-site visits by qualified and prepared
representatives are an excellent supplement to the
comprehensive questions on the application form. However, a
panelist who receives MSAC grant money should not be from
the same county as the organization he/she is reviewing 
this is a conflict of interest! It was also suggested that
panels reviewing non-western art forms should have at least
one member who is familiar with the particular art form and
style, and its relationship to the culture.
10)

Please make any comments about the Guidelines and
application form that you feel would improve your
ability to complete it more thoroughly and accurately.

When the Guidelines is mailed late the deadline date
should be adjusted. At least three months notice should be
given if changes have been made in the information and forms
from the previous year.
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There should be separate questions and application form
for an Arts Service organization. It was suggested that
instead of completing the entire application form each year,
organizations that are repeat applicants should only update
changes in status and complete new information questions.
All of the staff should agree on what information is to
be required, state this in the Guidelines, and not ask for
additional data except to correct errors. In the past,
individual staff members have requested different types of
financial summaries.
The rural accessibility initiative and minority special
projects are good ideas but are too restrictive and should
not have been the only projects that could be considered.
If an organization is limited to few facilities for its
unique presentation, what should it do to comply with ADA
adequate accessibility requirement.
Two interesting remarks, ... "New special project
guidelines tying handicapped, minority and rural service to
the arts makes MSAC a social service rather than an arts
agency." And concerning question #31, ... "Many organizations
do not have a planned effort to involve minorities and
special constituencies, although perhaps they should."
Five people state that they dislike typing information
on the forms, "who has typewriters anymore?" They suggest
allowing applicants to recreate the application form on a
word processor using margins, font size and spacing
established by the MSAC. Four people offered to develop a
computer program that could be mailed to applicants and when
returned, the Council could print it, or copy it onto their
disk.
And some positive feedback:
Guidelines are clear and concise, and the application
is direct and uncomplicated in an easily understood outline
form. Always a challenge but never impossible, the NEA needs
to communicate as easily as the MSAC. The applicant is able
to present a thorough profile of the needs and
accomplishments of the organization without going into
unnecessary verbiage.
"The consistency over the years has
been an advantage ... change it very little!"
The MSAC staff is always very
questions. ~ne person thought that
attend more organization functions
finally, "I love the maximum input

helpful in answering any
MSAC personnel should
and presentations. And
by the MSAC staff
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including phone-calls and on-site visits by staff and non
staff people."
Summary
Just about everyone thought that the MSAC Guidelines
and application forms are the easiest and least complicated
of all the granting organizations, especially the NEA. Many
requested that whenever changes in information or format are
initiated, to please notify applicants in advance or to red
flag a notice at the beginning of the Guidelines. A new
application format was suggested that could be processed on
a word processor and also allow for a little more creativity
when filling out the form.
Most thought that the qualification requirements were
reasonable and that they were able to decide which program
and application fit their needs. A few suggestions were made
that would help clarify uncertainties in specific programs.
Perhaps suggesting examples of acceptable projects would
clarify some doubt. Two people were disturbed by the
emphasis placed on minority and special constituency
projects.
The majority of problems and questions seem to be with
the budget information. Several mentioned that they were
still not sure what expenses were eligible and did not know
were to list expenses that were not specifically stated on
the form. Some wanted to know why In-Kind services were
important if it cannot be used as part of the dollar match
requirement. At times applicants did not understand the
meaning of certain terms, e.g., debt service. A glossary of
terms and abbreviations may help to alleviate the problem.
On the whole most applicants were not dissatisfied with
the Guidelines and would prefer as little change as
possible, "Consistency has its benefits." Some people were
concerned that the application questions did not adequately
allow the organizations to explain their importance to the
community and any non-arts programs that they might offer.
Most were pleased with the on-site visits by staff and panel
members. There were several compliments on how helpful the
MSAC has always been and how quickly and clearly the staff
was able to answer questions and resolve problems.

Summary of Changes and Additions to the
1992 Guide to Programs
•

Grant Deadlines
Application deadlines have changed for almost all grant
(See page 3.)

•
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categone~.

Change in Final Evaluation Report Procedure
Grant rcx:ipients who fail to submit a Final Evaluation Report by the required
deadline will forfeit 15 % of their total grant award. Grantees who fail to submit
tbe Final Projcx:t Evaluation fonn and who intend to apply for a new grant will
be required to submit a letter explaining the grantee's failure to comply with the
Final Projcx:t Evaluation requirement. (See Section N, page J4.)

•

Mini Grant Category Changed to Emergency Grants
The Mini Grant category has been changed to Emergency Grant to reflcx:t the
DSAC's objcx:tive of providing emergency assistance to organiU\tions that are
faced with inunediate financial needs. (See Section V, page J8.)

•

Changes in "Grants and Services to Individual Artists"

•

New Residency Requirements for Individual Artist Fellowships
IAF guidelines now require that an artist be at least 18 years old
and a resident of Delaware for at least one year at the time of
application. The past requirement of United States citizenship has
been dropped. (See Section A, page 21.)

•

Restrictions on the Number of IAF Applications per Year
In previous years. IAF applicants were permitted to apply in more
than one artistic discipline. Beginning in 1992, artists may only
appl y in only one discipline per year. (See Scx:tion D, page 21.)

•

Stipend for Sussex and Kent Juried Gallery Exhihitors
Beginning in 1992, a travel stipend will be paid to artists from
Sussex and Kent counties whose work has been selected for
exhibition in Gallery I. (See Section IX, page 22.)

•

Changes in the "Arts in Education Program"
•

Selection of Schools for ALE Residencies
In past years, residencies were awarded to schools on a first-<:ome,
first-served basis. Beginning in 1992, residencies will be awarded
to schools on the basis of how well the proposed residency projcx:t
demonstrates substantial artistic significance and/or impact on the
curriculum. (See Section E, page 25.)

•

Limits Removed on the Number of Reduced-Price Tickets
Available to Students
The Ticket-Sharing Program no longer limits students to one
reduced-price student ticket per year. (See Section B, page 26.)
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other organizations

Other organizations also provide financial assistance or services to artists or arts organization. Contact the organiz.atio~
listed below for complete information about their programs.

Altemate Roots
1083 Austin Avenue
Atlanta, GA 30307
(404) 577-1079
Appalshop, Inc.
306 Madison Street
Whitesburg. Kenrucky, 41&58
(606) 633..<J108

,

Louisiana Alliance for Arts Education
Mill Banks Farm
Route 2, River Road
Covington, Louisiana 70B3
National Alliance of Media Arts Centers (NAMAO

c/o a.E.p. 84 Wooster Street, 5C
New York, New York 10012
(212) 941-5944

Association of American Cultures
1377 K Street, N.W.
Suite 210
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 727-9332

National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies
1420 K Street, N.W.
Suite 204
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 371-2830

Association of Performing Arts Presenters
111216th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-2787
(202) 833-1543 (FAX)'

National Endowment for the Arts
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506
(202) 682-5400

The Getty Center for Education in the Arts .
1815 Century Park East
Suite 2300
Los Angeles, CA 90067
(213) 277·9188

Louisiana Endowment for the Humanities
1001 Howard Avenue, Suite 3110
New Orleans, Louisiana 70113
(504) 523-4352

National Endowment for the Humanities
1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506
(202) 786-0438
Southern Arts Federation
1293 Peachtree Street N.E.
Suite 500
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 874·7244

local arts agencies in louisiana
Acadia Arts Council
P. a. Box 15
Crowley, LA 70527..Q015
No Phone

Arts Council of Greater Baton Rouge
427 Laurel Street
Baton Rouge, LA 70821
(504) 344-8558

Acadiana Arts Council
P. a. Box 53762
Lafayette, LA 70505-3762
(318) 233-7060

Arts Council of New Orleans
821 Gravier Street
Suite 600
New Orleans, LA 70112
(504) 523-1465

Arts« Hum. Council of Avoyelles
P.O. Box 328
Marksville, LA 71351

Bossier Arts Council
630 Barksdale Boulevard
PO Box 6477
Bossier City, LA 71171~77
(318) 741-8310 .

(318) 25;;-5511
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Admissions - Revenue from the sale of admissions, tickets, subscriptions, memberships, etc. for events attributable or
prorated to the project.
Applicant - The organization or individual submitting a grant application, even if funds are passed on to another
organization or individ ual.
Applicant C~sh - Funds from applicant's present or anticipated accumulated resources that the applicant plans to provide
to proposed project.
Artists Participating - The number of artists directly involved in providing art or artistic services specifically identified
with the project, including living artists whose work is represented in an exhibition regardless of whether the work was
provided by the artist or by an institution.
Authorizing Official- The person with authority to legally obligate an applicant, usually the president of the Board of
Directors.
Chief Fiscal Officer - Person with immediate responsibility for an applicant organization's financial management and
fiscal control.
Contact Puson - The person to contact for additional infonnation about an application, usually the project director or
person responsible for implementing proposed activities.
Contracted Services Revenue - Revenue derived from fees earned through sales of services (e.g., sale ofworkshops to
other community organizations, government contracts for specific services, performance or residency fees, tuition, .
support from foreign goverrunents, etc.).
Corporate Support - Cash support from businesses, corporations, or corporate foundations allocated to this project.
Council· The Louisiana State Arts Council.
Current Year - The organization's present, active fiscal year at the time of application. Current Year financial figures are
estimated amounts based on active budgets. _
Dates of Project Activities - The dates of project activities for which grant assistance is requested. Dates must fall within
the Division grant year (Le. July 1 of any year through June 30 of the follOWing year).
Discipline - Describes the artist's primary area of work in the arts.
Division· The Division of the Arts, Office of Cultural Development, Department of Culture, Recreation and Tourism.
Endowment Funds - Restricted or unrestricted funds which are invested by the organization and secured for purposes
which extend beyond the organization's annual operating cycle. Interest income or dividends from investments may be
used by the organization for its annual operations and should be classified as Other Revenue.
Ev~luation Criteria - Standards by which an application will be evaluated, or the performance indicators by which an
applicant will measure the outcome of a project or other activity as well as the efficiency with which the activi ty is
accomplished.
Evaluation Methods - The procedures, instruments, schedule, and personnel used for evaluation.
Expenses (Expenditures) - Certain categories of costs required to implement the proposed activities.
Federal Employee Identification Number - An account number identifying an employer for purposes of reporting wages
and taxes to the Internal Revenue Service.
Fiscal Agent - An organization, acting on behalf of an applicant, assuming responsibility for the fiscal management of
funds granted to the sub-applicant. See Sub-applicant.
Fiscal Agent Fee - A charge for administrative services by the organization acting as the fiscal agent. Fiscal agent fees are
intended to offset the cost of personnel time and supplies used in the adrninistra tion of grant funds for the funded project
only. Fiscal agent fees may not exceed the lesser of 8% of the total grant award or 5150 for any project.
Fiscal Year - Any twelve-month period used for financial record-keeping and reporting suited to the organization's
operating cycle or programming season.
Foundation Support - Cash support derived from grants given for this project (other than this grant request) by private
foundations, or a proportionate share of such grants allocated to this project.
Government Support·Federal- Cash support derived from grants or appropriations given for this project by agencies of
the federal government or a proportionate share of such grants or appropriations allocated to this project.
Government Support-Local- Grants or appropriations from city, parish, or other government agencies given for a
project or a proportionate share of such grants or appropriations allocated to a project
Government Support-RegionaUState - Cash support derived from grants or appropriations given for a project by
agencies of state government or multi-state consortia of state agenCies, or a proportionate share of such grants or
appropriations allocated to a project.
Income - Present or anticipated funds and resources required to accomplish the proposed activities (e.g., revenues which
are earned income, support which is unearned income, such as cash contributions and grants) as well as in-kind income.
IncUviduals to Benefit - The persons expected to benefit directly from a project or other activity <e.g., audience,
participants, students, etc.). Large public events will require an applicant to estimate the number of persons to benefit
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Key Planning EJemen-ts

WHY - the purpose of the process, the identification of issues, and
the timeliness of the proposed planning project.
• Why do you want to undertake this planning process?
• What are the anticipated outcomes?
• Why is this a good time for this planning process?

WHO - the roles of the various participants in the planning process
(board, staff, consultants, outside advisors, artists, etc.) and the
decision making structure, assurance of broad based planning, ob
jectivity, and validation and support from community leaders.
• Who coordinates the planning effort?
• What is the role of the staff and the board?
• What is the role, if any, of the consultants?
• Who authorizes the planning process?
• Who is responsible for decision making throughout
the process?
• How will the community as a whole be involved?
• Who writes the plan?
• Who approves the plan?

__
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• Have you recruited/committed sufficient time and resources
for planning?
WHAT - the scope of the plan and the identification of the time
and resource commitment to the planning project.
• Is this a comprehensive organizational planning process. or
a targeted plan?
Targeted Planning might include anyone of the fol1owing areas:
- Planning needs assessment, i.e.:
1. What kind of exhibits does the community want to see?
2. What performing art "gaps" do audiences want filled?
How to apply 504 accessibility guidelines to
facilities/events/programs
Long range/strategic planning
Audience development
Marketing/promotion
Board development
Membership development
Equipment purchases, i.e.: computer
Fund raising campaign development
• If this is a targeted planning process (i.e. marketing,
accessibility issues, information) how does it relate to your
broader organizational planning?

• What is the time frame for both the planning process and
providing recommendations?
• What is the anticipated cost of the planning process?
• What format is anticipated for the final written plan?
HOW - the proposed process for conducting the assessment,
determining priorities for planning, and creating the plan.
Describe the process you will use to:
• Conduct an internal assessment of government,
administration, resources and programs.
• Conduct an external assessment of your audience,
competition, the economic, social and political climate of
your community, and other planning outside of your agency.
• Assure broad, balanced, and diverse community and cultural
representation.
• Review your organization's mission.
• Develop and prioritize goals and objectives.

~..w:rotuJ".w----"""
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• Develop specific strategies/tactics for implementation and a
corresponding timetable.
• Create financial projections based on identified strategies.
• Identify resources for implementation.
• Evaluate, update and monitor implementation of the plan.
How will planning enhance your organization's capabilities?
How will your arts organization's planning enhance the creation,
participation in and appreciation of anistic excellence in the
broadest range of creative expression?
Community Cultural Planning

WHY - the purpose of the planning project and identification of
the issues that gave rise to the planning initiative.
• What issues prompted the planning process?
• Why is the timing appropriate for initiating a community
cultural planning process?
• In what way is the planning group authorized, empowered,
or validated to plan for the community?
WHO - roles and responsibilities of staff and planning panners in
the process.

• Who is panicipating in the planning process?
• Who are the leaders of the planning process?
• Who is coordinating the planning effort?
• What is the role, if any, of consultant(s)?
• Who is making decisions and setting priorities for the
planning process?
• Who else is involved in planning in the community?
• How does the community panicipme in the planning
process and the decision making?
• Who win review progress and oversee implementation?
• Have you recruited/committed sufficient time and resources
for planning?
• Who will provide implementation resources?

=
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WHAT - the scope of the plan and the identification of the time
and resources commitment to the planning project.
• What is the scope of the plan?
• What issues will be considered?
• What is the expected outcome of the planning process?
• What is the timetable for the planning process and the
implementation plan?
• What is the cost?
• What format do you think the final plan will take?
HOW - the proposed process for conducting the assessment, deter
mining priorities for planning, and creating the plan.
Describe the process you will use to:
• Determine the mission, structure, government and
coordination of the planning process.
• Assess the needs of the broad community.
• Identify the existing community's cultural resources and the
needed resources.
• Assure broad, balanced, and diverse community and cultural
representation.
• Determine goals and priorities for planning.
• Develop strategies/tactics for implementation and a
corresponding timetable.
• Assure regular communication and feedback opportunities
for panicipants.
• Assure an opportunity for open participation.
• Identify potential policies and procedures that could be
influenced by planning.
• Provide ongoing monitoring and evaluation of the process
and the implementation of the plan.
How will the planning process promote understanding, participa
tion and appreciation of diverse cultural expression in the ~?
How will planning enhance the community's cultural environment?

+~~~
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At a minimum, each of the following questions will be addressed by The Artistic
Review Panel when the application Is reviewed. This Information is included to
assist the applicant organizations in preparing the application.
Technical Merit of Proposal
Is all necessary information Inctuded?
Is the application appropriate to one of the grant categories?

Artistic Merit
What Is the artistic -product"?
What are the long range artistic objectives of the applicant organization?
How are the stated artistic goals to be achieved?
What Indications are there that this project will have a level of quality
appropriate to the objectives of the organization?
What Indications are there that the funding will further the artistic
objectives of the organization?
~
How Is the application appropriate to the broadly stated goals of the
Howard County Arts Council?
implementation
The record of the applicant should suggest that the project will be
completed. as described, during the grant period and with the funds
specified in the award.
The record of the applicant should suggest that the project and the grant
funds will be successfully managed.
Who comprises the administrative staff?
What appropriate skills does the staff possess?
What is the previoUS appropriate experience of the staff?
What effort is being made to have a paid staff?
WOO on the staff Is paid?
How many volunteers aid the applicant organiZation? What do they do?
What provision does the applicant organiZation have to continue this
endeavor upon the loss of an administrative principal?

3
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Audience
elvelOpment

Who is the Intended audience?
What is the projected stze of the audience? How did the applicant
organization arrive at this number?
What will be done to attract an audience to the project, and are the
proposed informational activities sufficient?
If applicable, how many persons previously attended similar artistic
eHorts by the applicant organization?
Describe what proportion of the endeavor will be carried out in
Howard County, and how the project serves a Howard
County audience.
Specifically where and when in Howard County will this endeavor be
carried out?
What attempt has the applicant organization made to attract
minorities, young people, seniors. and disabled persons to its
projects?

Finance

Costs should be realistic and funds requested should be sufllcient to
complete the proposed project.
The requested tlnancing rTlJst not exceed the guidelines for the
percentage of total budget.
Although donated in-kind goods and services do not qualify towards
matching funds, they are encouraged and should be speCifl8d In
the grant application.
The applicant'S previous grant record should suggest that the
requested funds will be used as Intended.
Are the financial records of the applicant organization co"1>lete and
understandable for the last two years?
Does the application Indicate sound financial planning and management?
Has the application adequately documented the estimated
costs of the project?
If appropriate, was the applicant organization realistic In projecting
costs and revenues in the preceding two years?
What proportion of the organization's total expenses is to be met
from funding of the application?
What other sources of income are specified In the application?
During the preceding two years, what total funds were obtained
from other sources?
What other sources of funding are being solicited to support this
application?
Is the previoUS year's final report to HCAC filed and co"1>lete?

4
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GLOSSARY

Administrative Stability - the ability of the management and
staff of an organization to plan, develop, organize, budget,
control and maintain an efficient and effective means of
operation to support and carry out the mission, objectives,
programs and planned activities of an organization.
Administrative Personnel Salaries and Fees - salaries,
wages, fees, and the cost of benefits paid to individuals
employed or contracted by an organization to perform duties
related primarily to the management of the organization;
executive and supervisory staff, program directors, managing
directors, business managers, press agents, or development
personnel, clerical staff (e.g., secretaries, typists,
bookkeepers, etc.), and support personnel (e.g., maintenance
and security staff, ushers, house and box office personnel,
etc.).
Advertising Sales - income an organization derives from the
sale of space in printed programs or from other
advertisements.
Allocations to Cash Reserves - funds an organization
transfers from its operating budget to an investment or
income-bearing account for the purpose of building reserve
money.
Americans with Disabilities Act, 1990 (A.D.A.): a law that
protects the rights of individuals with disabilities to
receive the same accommodations and benefits as non-disabled
persons. A statement of MSAC policies and procedures
regarding accessibility and the A.D.A. is available upon
request.
Artistic Fees - money paid by an organization to individuals
or groups to create, curate, design, perform, or produce
artistic work presented by the organization to general
audiences.
Artistic Merit - the artistic quality of activities produced
and/or presented by an organization, as measured by an
evident commitment to excellence.
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Artistic Personnel Salaries - salaries, wages, fee,
and the
cost of benefits paid to individuals or groups employed or
contracted by an organization to design or produce artistic
work presented by the organization to general audiences;
artistic directors, directors, conductors, curators, dance
masters, composers, choreographers, designers video artists,
film makers, painters, poets, authors, sculptors, graphic
artists, actors dancers, singers, musicians, teachers,
instructors, or puppeteers.
Capital Assets - those assets of an organization, including
buildings, equipment, and facilities, that are intended for
long-term ownership and use.
Capital Improvements - improvements to capital assets that
increase their value, or otherwise benefit the owner of the
improved asset over a long period of time.
Community - the individuals or groups identified by an
organization as those for whom the organization's activities
are intended.
Contracted Services revenue an organization derives from
services rendered to another party (agency, school,
organization, company, or individual) which terms are
mandated by a contract signed by all parties involved.
Contributed Income - revenue from corporate and foundation
support; federal, regional, state, county and municipal
support; businesses, private and individual support.
Cost of Goods Purchased for Sale - money paid by an
organization for artwork or other goods intended for
subsequent sale, with proceeds benefitting the organization.
Depreciation - the systematic charging of a portion of the
costs of fixed assets against annual revenues over time.
Earned Income - revenue generated from payment of
admissions, membership fees, tuition, concessions, services,
workshop fees, parking, catalog sales, advertising, etc.
Endowment - investment funds that remain in perpetuity, and
generate revenues used as part of an organization's
operating income.
Federal Employee Identification Number - a nine-digit
account number identifying an employer for purposes of
reporting w~ges and taxes to the Internal Revenue Services.
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Financial Stability - the ability of an organization to
generate the financial resources necessary to support
current and planned programs, projects, and activities, as
measured by the organization's prior track record and the
soundness of budgetary estimates and projections.
Financial Summary Statement: a document required for all
MSAC applications which provides information on the
applicant organization's operating budget for the most
recently completed fiscal year. The financial summary
statement may not exceed three pages, and must be signed by
the organization's accountant or chief financial officer. A
copy of the organization's most recent IRS form 990 is an
acceptable substitution for the financial summary statement.
General Operating Support Grant - covers expenses related to
the administrative and programming operations and activities
of an organization. Operating grants cannot be used for
acquisition of capital assets, capital improvements,
depreciation, deficit reduction, contributions to
endowments, or cost of development activities related to the
above exceptions.
International Activity - For the purpose of completing the
"Information Exchange" form at the end of the Guidelines
booklet, applicants should indicate "yes" if the activities
applied for conform to any of the following criteria:
1) enable applicant to visit other countries, or
2) enable applicant to facilitate visits by foreign
artists to the United States, or
3) support applicant's participation in any cultural
exchange program, or
4) support applicant's linkages with artists or
institutions in other countries.
In-Kind Services - any contribution of equipment, supplies,
printing, space, or other property or service made by an
individual, organization, or business to an organization, as
distinguished from a monetary donation.
In-kind services
may not be included in an applicant's cash budget or be used
to match an MSAC grant.
IRS Form 990 - the form used by most tax-exempt
organizations to report required financial information to
the Internal Revenue Service on the organization's most
recently-completed year's activities. This form may be
submitted to MSAC applicants in lieu of a financial summary
statement.
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Long-Range Planning - a course of action that addresses an
organization's mission and goals, developed and formally
approved by the organization for the generation, allocation,
and expenditure of resources over a period of three years or
more.
Marketing - costs for publicity, advertising and promotion.
Includes costs of newspaper, radio, and television
advertising, printing of brochure, flyers, posters, and
space rentals directly related to advertising and promotion.
Minorities - MSAC considers African American, American
Indian, Asian, Hispanic, and Pacific Islander minority
groups.
Multi-Discipline - the MSAC grant category established for
organizations presenting two or more art forms (dance,
literature, media, music, theater, and/or visual arts), but
no single art form is predominant.
Non-Profit Organization - no part of the acquired income or
assets benefit officers or members of the board.
Operating Budget - the expected and projected revenues and
expenses generated by an organization's activities,
programs, services, presentations, etc.
Organizational Development - history and plan describing how
an organization intends to modify or to expand its
financial, administrative/management, and programming
operations in order to accommodate the needs of the
community it serves.
Organization Racial Characteristics - for the purpose of
completing the "Information Exchange" form at the end of the
Guidelines, if more than one-half of the applicant
organization's staff, or more than one-half of the
organization's board of directors, or (if the organization
is a membership organization) more than one-half of its
members belong to one of the racial groups listed on the
form, then the majority racial group is designated by a
checkmark on the appropriate line.
If at least half of the
organization's staff or board or membership is not one race,
then check the line next to "general."
Proceeds from Goods Sold - the total amount paid by
purchasers to an organization for artwork or other goods
sold.
Profit Organization - engaged in profit-making activities
from which the income or assets benefit members of the
board, officers, or stockholders.
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Program Development - Projected plans to introduce and to
present diverse art forms and styles to community audiences
in order to increase their awareness and appreciation of
artistic excellence.
Project Racial Characteristics - for the purpose of
completing the "Information Exchange" form at the end of the
Guidelines, applicants must indicate if project activities
clearly emphasize or reflect the traditions or culture of
any particular race.
If so, the appropriate line on the
form should be checked.
Projects that do not clearly
reflect the culture or traditions of a particular race
should be identified as general.
Received/Not Received - the status of contributed support at
the time an MSAC application is submitted.
Received funds
are those awarded or in-hand; not received includes funds
applied for, pending, pledged, and/or yet to be raised.
Service to the Community the degree to which an
organization's operations and activities display an
understanding of and responsiveness to the community, as the
organization defines that community.
Special Constituencies - persons with disabilities and
senior citizens.
Technical Personnel Salaries and Fees - salaries, wages,
fees, and the cost of benefits paid to individuals employed
or contracted by your organization for technical management
and staff services (e.g., technical directors, stage
managers, exhibit preparers, installers, wardrobe, lighting,
and sound crews, stagehands, video and film technicians).
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Mr. Charles Camp
Maryland State Arts Council
601 \. Howard Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Dear Mr. Camp,
Enclosed is my response to your questionnaire concerning the
Guidelines and application form for grants.
Thank you for the opportunity to express our ideas.
nIce to be included.

It is

Sincerely,

Sister Kathleen Marie Engers
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MSAC APPLICATION SCORE SHEET
GENERAL OPERATING GRANT

:ns~~ctions:

Please complete this sheet after having read the
:ol.lowing applica-:lon, and assign a rating of IIhigh," "medium,"
"low," or "abstain" for each of the seven criteria. This scoring
is intended to direct and organize your review of the application
ln ac=ordancE with Council-approved criteria, and is not a final I
"vote" for or against funding at any level. The rating "abstain'.'
should be used only for applications for which you have a
conflict of interest. Please complete your scoring of the
application before coming to the panel meeting.

)'

J
I

---------------------------------------------------------------APPLICANT.:

National Council for the Traditional Arts

Cr::.terion

high

medium

low

abstain

0.;'

artistic merit of proposed
activities
administrative ability
finanClal stability
serVice to the community
-'!".

signlficance of activities
for Maryland artists

/

slgnificance of activlties
for Maryland audiences
strength of long-range
plan,as measured agalnst
mission statement

,
,

--,
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MSAC APPLICAT!ON SCORE SHEET
. ARTS PROJECT G?~
:ns~=uc~ions:
please complete this sheet afte= having read the
':ollowing applicat~on, and assign a rating of "high," "medium,"
"low," or "abs-=a:'!:." for each of the seven c=ite=ia. This scoring
:'s intended to direct and organ~=e ycur review of ~he applicat:on
:n a~c~rdan~e with Council-approved criteria, and is not a final
"vote" :0:- or against funding at any level. The rating "a,bstaln"
should be used only for applications for which you have a
conflict of interest. Please complete your scoring of the
appli=ation before coming to the panel meeting.

APFLICANT:

Mc.alo~

Criterion

high

mec.ium
...;....

artistic merit of the
project
ability cf the applicant
to ca=ry out the project
si~ificance

of the proJect
for the intended artists
involved

si~nificance

cf the project
for the intended audience

financial feasibility of the
project

lo~

abstain
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Panel Review Survey
The following is a summary of the responses from the
interviews of eight panelists who review grants to
organizations for the Maryland State Arts Council. The
interviews were conducted to gather information to be used
in organizing the orientation, on-site visits, and the
evaluation of applications during the granting process.
1.,
What qualifications should a person have to serve as a
member of the panel review process?

Most panelists interviewed felt that a well qualified
panel member should bring a mix of artistic appreciation and
business awareness to the review panel. A panel composed of
members concerned exclusively with artistic elements could
overlook crucial operational problems, and having members
adept in business skills but little artistic concern may
underestimate the importance of the artistic purpose of an
organization.
It is essential that all panel members have a
knowledgeable interest in the art form they are reviewing.
Some panelists felt that only someone working in the field,
or an expert, should participate on the panels. Reviewers
would be expected to have a knowledge and familiarity with
the varied art forms and hopefully, would be able to look
objectively at the quality of the work presented, not
letting personal preferences influence decisions. It might
also be assumed that someone working in the field would
already be familiar with artists and the work of
organizations in the area.
A panel reviewer should also be knowledgeable in the
business aspects of an organization; know how to interpret a
financial statement, understand how the style of management
affects an organization's structure, and how the mission and
purpose relate to an organization's plans. If artistic
quality is good .that is a good sign, most problems with
management can be corrected. It is easier to teach an
artistic person business skills than it is to teach a
business manager an appreciation of artistic quality. If
however, there is a consistency of poor artistic
presentations combined with poor management the problems
become more complicated and difficult to correct.
Three of the eight panelists interviewed thought that
the people who are chosen for the panels should have no
affiliation with any of the organizations being reviewed. A
strong conflict of interest arises when the directors,
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executive staff, and board presidents for various
organizations applying for grants are the panel members
reviewing other organizations applying for the same grants.
Even though these people must abstain from voting on grants
for their own organizations it seems it would be difficult
not to compare other organizations being reviewed with one's
own. It was suspected that some members may also carry
animosity into the voting process and occasionally use the
process to 'get even' with representatives from other
organizations who had given an unfavorable review during a
previous review process.
It is preferable, however, to have members who have
served as directors, executive staff, and board members;
they would be familiar with the problems associated with an
arts organization and be comfortable reviewing budgets and
other administrative materials. If, however, they are
currently serving with an organization applying for a grant
they should not be on the panel. This limitation then
creates the problem of finding available qualified people in
an already limited community.
2.
What type of information is important for the panel to
have about an organization in order to make fair and
substantiated decisions?
A panelist should see several of an organization's
presentations and become familiar with its internal
operations from on-site visits. It would be helpful if the
organization would supply an annual report, any feasibility
studies (community/organization studies, marketing surveys,
etc.), any recently conducted external audits or
evaluations, and a recent press packet to the panelists
before an on-site visit is planned.
A good sense of an organization's ability to function
effectively can be determined from the quality of its
presentations. While attending presentations a panel member
needs to observe carefully and take notes; notice the
general atmosphere, ability of the performers, quality of
the artwork and support material, the sound system, how
easily the house functions and listen to audience comments.
Sometimes it is important to see the same presentation on
different nights and always write one's impressions
immediately or soon after; impressions sometimes loose their
impact over time.
The quality and content of programs, newsletters and
informative brochures can also give some general insight
into the ability of an organization to communicate
effectively. Effective communication is an indication that
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overall organizational operations are well managed.
3.
Do you think on-site visits are valuable; if so, how
many and what should be their goal?
On-site visits, including performance attendance, are
valuable tools in evaluating an organization. It was
suggested that two people should always make the site
visits, one who had reviewed the organization previously and
one who is going for the first time. One technical visit is
usually sufficient, unless there are serious problems; but,
seeing more than one presentation is very important. Someone
suggested that different panel members should see the same
presentation on different nights when possible, and that
performance visits should be done anonymously.
Most panelists felt that on-site visits are a good way
to trouble-shoot problems for an organization. They also
felt that there should be some kind of communication from
the panel evaluation, through the Council, to the
organization in order to help solve problems or
inconsistencies before they become the basis for rejecting
future grants. Since the panel members are not allowed to
make suggestions to the organizations during the on-site
visit, many of them wondered if the organizations were ever
made aware of their evaluation by the Council. The Council
should make the effort to inform organizations of their
evaluation and suggest ways to correct problems before it
becomes too late.
All the panelists thought there should be some type of
format to use as a guide during on-site visits. Most agreed
that the form previously used by the Council was fine. It
helped to organize one's thoughts and impressions of the
organization and could be used for an evaluation of
presentations and programming. In addition, it did not take
a great deal of time to fill out. The panelists repeated
several times how important it is to take notes and write
down one's thoughts immediately after visiting an
organization so that nothing is forgotten!
4.
What areas of an organization's operations should be
discussed during on-site visits, e.g., budget, programming,
management and administration, long term plans, fundraising,
audience, accessibility?
It is important to establish a complete picture of an
organization. When an organization presents quality work it
is important to know that it is also financially and
administratively stable; review the budget, fundraising
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techniques, style of management, marketing plans, anything
that contributes to its viability and success. Usually there
are members on the panel who have worked in executive
positions for arts organizat~ons and know what elements are
the most important and crucial to examine.
If an organization presents quality work then internal
problems can usually be corrected by hiring the necessary
business people. Poor artistic presentations, however,
usually signal poor overall artistic and administrative
management and are much more difficult to correct. Why
support an organization that consistently offers poor
quality work, cannot manage itself and is not fulfilling the
needs of the community?
5.
Are all areas of operations equally important in
evaluating an organization or should artistic merit outweigh
other criteria?
Most panelists felt that even though all aspects of an
organization's functioning are important to its success, the
primary purpose of an arts organization is the presentation
of quality arts to the community. Therefore the artistic
aspects of the organization should carry more influence when
reviewing its overall operations.
However, it was also stated that during these
financially unstable times, knowledge and skills in
business, management and fundraising are as important to the
survival of an arts organization as the artistic elements.
If an organization presents excellent artistic programs yet
continually has financial and administrative problems, major
corporate and private supporters will eventually find
another venue for their financial support - one that is
stable and promises longevity.
6.
When planning an on-site visit, who and which positions
are the best contacts within an organization to be
interviewed.
Interview people in positions who can give a full
perspective of the organization. Speak with the executive
director, department heads and the president of the board. A
reviewer needs to get the complete story from different
sources. It is not necessary to interview general staff
people unless there is a reason to do so. It is, however,
important to make sure that everyone involved with the
organization knows its mission and purpose, and knows how
the organization's plans work to fulfill these goals.
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7.
Should the organization's information be physically
accumulated and kept in a continuing file or, held only for
use during the current year's panel review discussions?
Most panelists thought that it would be a good idea to
have information available for panel members who want to
review an organization's history. It could also serve as a
source of material when planning an on-site visit. In order
to substantiate a panel decision, information in the file
could be used in the appeals process. The file would also
make professional criticisms available to organizations who
were interested in gathering suggestions on how to improve
their operations.
8.
What type of format (notes, standardized form, etc.)
would be convenient for gathering the information from site
visits and disseminating it to other panel members?
Several panel members stated that they like the fact
that there is not a lot of written paperwork to be done for
the review process. If a formal written system was initiated
the amount of time needed to complete the 'bureaucratic
tape' might become too inconvenient. Some type of form or
guide would help to organize one's thoughts and direction
but usually it is sufficient to just take good notes during
on-site visits and presentations. However, they did think
that there needs to be some type of documentation to
substantiate final decisions in case problems occur or an
organization files an appeal.
They did not think it was a good idea to send copies of
one's notes to other panel members before the review
meeting; it may cause someone to change his/her opinion and
stifle discussion.
9.
What do you think of the application rating system 
the criteria and high, medium, low scoring; is it
comprehensive enough?
Most people thought the current system was adequate
and used the criteria as an agenda to guide discussions and
to keep conversation flowing.
Some panelists thought the
wording of the criteria was too vague and subjective. For
instance, who decides how artistic 'merit' should be judged;
does the panel decide for the artists and audiences how
significant the presentation should be to them; and everyone
agreed that 'the statement concerning the strength of long
range plans and the mission statement had little credibility
(a small organization's long term plans could change every
year depending on their budget capabilities).
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One panelist stated that the criteria is too general
and should be more specific for each discipline. Someone
suggested that to create a logical sequence to the whole
system the application questions should correlate with the
sequence of the criteria on the evaluation sheet. It might
also help to add more rating categories, 1/2 steps between
the high, medium and low.
A few panelists mentioned that there is no discussion
on the application form or on the evaluation forms about a
contingency plan if funding is not fully granted.
A panelist also noted that it is easy for an
organization to fabricate information about corporate and
foundation funding. Nowhere on the application form are they
asked to identify or verify from whom they have requested
funds and how much has actually been awarded. If this
information were available, panelists could determine if
projected corporate and foundation funding seemed
reasonable.
10. Should organizations be allowed to review the
information from on-site visits and panel discussions?
Panel meetings are open to the public and the
Guidelines states that representatives from organizations
are invited to attend the meetings. Some panelists thought
that the Council should more aggressively advertise the
meeting and encourage organizations to attend. It is
important that the organizations know the professional
opinions of others in the field.
Some reviewers felt that it was intimidating to have
spectators attend the discussion. It can be very
uncomfortable trying to speak frankly about an organization
when a representative is listening to the discussion and can
identify the reviewer. There is a fear of retaliation when
the situation is reversed.
Others felt that everyone involved in the process, the
panelists and the organization's representatives, are
professional people and are expected to exhibit professional
behavior. The panel members are expected to objectively
review an organization, substantiate their opinions and
decisions, possess a conviction in their opinions, and
conduct professional discussions of the subject matter. If
the panelist cannot be honest in the presence of spectators,
he/she has no business being on the panel. An organization,
likewise, needs the assurance that the material being
discussed is the unbiased and constructive opinions of other
professionals in the field.
They must be truly interested
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in listening to the discussion and willing to find solutions
to any problems that may be introduced. They should be able
to accept constructive criticism without malice or anger.
There should be a system to collect panel notes and the
review discussion without revealing the panel members'
names. There is a need to keep good documentation of
discussions in order to substantiate decisions if a problem
or an appeal would occurs. The information should be
available for organizations to review if they request it.
11. Can you suggest any ways that would make panel
orientation more beneficial to members; what could the
Council give to you that would make the task easier to
accomplish?
No one could remember any 'formal' orientation
training. An orientation should help panelists define their
tasks and the role of the Arts Council in the review
process, to give them an idea of what they should be looking
for, how to approach topics during an interview, to define
terms associated with the granting process, how to form an
honest opinion and to help alleviate the awkwardness for a
first time reviewer. The Council seems to take for granted
that all the panelists know what to do. Most stated that the
first year they never really understood what they were
supposed to do but after working with an experienced panel
member it became easier. Printed panel guidelines listing
responsibilities, tasks and duties would be helpful.
Everyone also stated that panel members should be made
aware from the very beginning of the amount of time that is
necessary to effectively complete the process, "If they
cannot carry through to the end, then get out." Several
panelist said that they were annoyed at having 'to pick up
the slack' because others on their panel could not, or did
not bother to complete their portion of the work.
Three panelists suggested that inexperienced panel
members should role play with experienced panel members who
know the types of problems and difficulties that can arise.
It could also be an interesting way to suggest ideas on how
to approach organizations and how to handle difficult
situations. Someone suggested that there should be a
chairman for each panel who coordinates all activities of
the panel and makes sure everyone is completing their tasks
on time. This would save the hysteria at the end when you
discover that not everyone has visited their assigned
organization or even read the applications. It might also be
helpful to have a few social meetings during the year to
make everyone feel more comfortable during the discussions
and the review meetings.
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Two people felt very strongly that the panel review
process should be established like a volunteer or docent
program associated with a museum. Applicants would be
screened and interviewed as if they were applying for a job
through the personnel department, receive a detailed job
description and sign a formal contract hopefully insuring
total commitment to the panel.
12. After the review process has been completed, is there
any information or feedback that panel members would like to
have?
Most everyone felt the panel review process runs very
smoothly and that it is impressive how well most of the
members work together.
One panelist described the process as a loop and was
never sure if the loop was ever completed; did the
organization receive feedback or a review of what the panel
has discussed. This is very important if the organization is
expected to improve. Everyone said that it would be nice to
know the final results approved by the Council and if the
funded projects were completed and successful. It would just
gives a sense of completeness to the process.
13. Please feel free to make any suggestions and positive
or negative comments about the current panel review process.
It was suggested that panel members should only serve
for a three year term, the amount of time necessary to
complete the tasks can cause burn out! Members need to be
committed to the task, enthusiastic, and care about the art
form they are reviewing. People should not be on a panel if
they are doing it for the prestige associated with being a
member.
It might be easier to find people to join the panel if
panelists only reviewed organizations in their particular
geographic location. Panelist would then already be familiar
with the organizations they were going to review. On the
other hand, having someone from outside the area, who only
knows the organization through the application and on-site
visits, might insure an objective and unbiased review.
Someone even suggested recruiting individuals from outside
the state to join the panel process.
During'the panel review meetings, in case a problem
occurs, make sure someone from the organization is available
to speak with the panel by telephone.
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A master calendar for each panel, listing each
organization and its program schedule, would be extremely
helpful for panelists when planning their own calendars.
Some panelists stated that they felt it was wrong for
the Council to support minority organizations, whose
presentations were not considered quality work, simply
because they were minority organizations. The funds could be
used more advantageously by other organizations that have
minority members. "There is so much bad and mediocre work
being supported while good organizations are not receiving
the funding they need to survive. The community gains
nothing by being exposed to poor quality programming." Some
also thought that the Special Arts Projects Grants were not
a good idea. The Arts Council is an arts agency not a social
agency.
And the number one repeated comment, "Get the
information out on time !!!" It is very difficult to read
such a large quantity of material in the "always shortened"
time span before the meeting.
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STATE OF NEW JERiE:i

IEPAImmRr CF SXA:m
NEW JERSEY' STATE ca::H:IL CE 'mE ARlS

ceDE OF E"mICS

rv.

Evaluators

10. No person anployed by the COuncil in the capacity of an evalua'tOr
shall have any inte..""'eSt, financial or othel:wise, di.rect or indi.l:ect, or
eng~ge in any b.1si.ness or transaction or profess.ional activity, which is
in substantial conflict with the prot:er discbarge of his duties,
~ifically to provide the Council with an objective evaluation of the
artistic nerit or program feasibility of perfCll:IIlaIX::eS or artistic works
designated by the Council. Arr:f prospective evaluator with mason to
i:elieve he may have such an interest in an .i.n:iividual or organization
associated with a perfonnanc:e or artistic work nust p:roITi.de the Council,
or its designated zranber or ITBnte:rs, or Executive Director, with written
notice prior to accepting any evaluation duties ~ to the
individual or organization in· which he has reason to l:elieve he may have
an interest. An evalua'tOr shall receive a copy of this Code prior to
aprointJrent by the Council, and such receipt shall be ackncMlaiged in
writing to the Executive Director.
Violations of this Cede of Ethics shall be cause for raroval,

suspmsion, darot.ion or other discipl..inMy action by the Council on the
Arts after oppromity for aciequat:e hearing has been afforded; however, no

action for rE!TDVal or discipline shall i:e taken except up:m the refen:al

or with the aroroval of the Executive Catmission on Et:h:ical St:anda:ros as
provided by
of 1971, Chapter 182, section 10 [N.J.S.A. 52:130-23].

raWs

'nle Council hereby declares that the mles and regulations set forth
herein are intended to be supplarentaIy to all standards provided in
Chapter 182 of the UN of 1971.
Adopted by .resolution this 13th c::la:y of June 1978.
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Preface

Grant review panels play a critical role in the New Jersey State Coorx:il
on the Arts· process of awa.rclin~ grants and in its deYelopte:llt of future
p:>licies am procedures. '!be panels, as a system of professional peer
nNi.ew, evaluate e,wlications, identify I:ea1 am JDtenti,Al pz:dllE'm9 am
provide consttuetive feedbeck aoo :teX1iilerx:!atials to eppl1cants an:i
Courx:il aliJ<e. '1M ~il uses this infcmnaticn in a variety of ways
including its own larY;}-~ planning, its resp18e to chang:inJ c:alditicns
in the envit01luel1t am the fcu:mation of polley. lie bJpe yoor panel
experieooe will fmniliarize you with the exciting and diverse arts
activities in New Jersey am will provide you with an awareness of new
t:rerl::ts and directions in the arts being charted an:! c:xmteIJp1ated
throughout the State. We are certain that you will finj}OUI'
participation and interaction with colleagues an:! peers toth educ:at.ional
am rewardinq.

Before launching into the applications assigned to you, please take the
tine to read both this Parel HarxD:xx>k arx1 the specific grant guidelines
t.ho%alghly. Pay ~ial attention to the e8Ulblished ellgihi 1 ity
requizments, match requirerrents, stated QJun::U funding ];Dlicies and
priorities am, DDSt of all, the evaluation criteria. All of this
infODMtian is contai.ned in the grant guidelines. All guestians in Mr:l of
these areas should be roted am a.Q:jressed to the Grzmts Office befom
perfOIming any e,wlication evaluation
Panel O;up:§ition
New Jersey State c.am:il on the Arts grants panels are 00I1p:JSed of
artists, arts acinini.strators, teehni.cal speci.alists, koard DBIt:ers,
critics and other professionals who IXJSsess a wide raIKJe of lcoowledge arx1
experierx:e in the applicants specific fields of endeavor. In CUiposi.1¥J
panels the chief objective is balanc::e with respe=t to requisite expertise,
am to representation of diverse aesthetic, technical., ga:xp:ap"li.c, germr,
culturally diverse, philosophical am professi.onal vi~ints. Panelists
are selecte:i for their starrling in the field, their expertise, their
ability to work with colleagues in a panel situation arx1 for their
carmi.trrent to devoting the tine ;:equi.red far thorough reading and written
evaluation of all applications, atteOOan:e at a panel orientation session
and the panel rreeting, am the ferloIlllanCe, when requ.i.re:i, of applicant
on-site evaluations. Above all other things, a panelist DUSt be prepared
to give the tine necessaxy to perfOIlll these critical tasles well.
I

'!be Courv:il requests am zeceives panelist nani.nations thn:JugtnIt the year
fran Ccun::il nenbers, Coun=il staff, other panel naiCers fran various
state ard national organizations, as well as fnJn individuals with a
contiJnling interest in the work of the Cour¥=il. 'n1e nmres aOO resunes of
all prospective panelists are reviewed by the ~il Executive D.iIector
and staff and DUSt be awroved by the Courx:il prior to engaging their

services.

.
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Panel Resp:>nsibilities
Panelists are voting nanbers of a grants (or other 8!l'l j caticns) ~iew
panel, which foDTally evaluate the nerits of grant awlicat..ims for the
Council. At panel rreetings panelists participate in extensive di.scussial
on each application based upon prier review arxi written evaluation, after
which they vote a nurrerical rating of the awlication. 'nYJugh panelists
ab\Tiously represent theiI respective fields arx::i perscnal ~ , they
should mt attaJpt to represent the Couocil to the field (see
Confidentiality), which is a l:oard, or executive functicn only. LiJcewise,
panelists rrust take special care to remain focussed thmughaJt the
evaluation process on the actual evaluation criteria and the Q:mx:il's
fun:tinq ~licies as they exist rDtI, mt as a panelist may bel..ieYe they
ought to be. 'nle establisr.rent of ~licy is in the eElusive p1rVi.ew of
the Council. Panelists are, Wwever, encouraged to make LECUitiEUdatians
to the Council on to.r to ilrprove its progLams arx1 tJs i) or its p:lli.cies in
order to better serve its canstit:ueIX:y within limits of its missial.
There will be opp.n:umities during am at the corr:lusi..rJn of M::h panel
session for this sort of discussion.
'!be specific duties of panelists are as follows z

1. To read and evaluate all appliCations and' 8CXXIIpaI1ying .suwart
priOr to attending the panel sessial. "
-'

I1\/1terials

2. To write evaluative camentMy and Diake. prel.im.i.IW:y nmk.i.ngs in
advance of the panel session in strict a.cCxirdan:::e with the established
evaluation criteria.

_ _

3. To consult with approp:tiate Cam:il staff i f neceSsaz:y regarcl.inq
the awlications and any questions which may .arise prior to the panel

session.

.

4. To attend. the panel neeti.nq (S ), to actively participate in
discussion and to vote final rankings on all applications.

5. To identify issues errerging fran the awlication
future Council consideration.

~i.ew

pu:o::ss far

6. To conduct applicant on-site evaluations, if required as a
condition of the contracted service.
On-5ite Evaluations
Cil-site evaluations are an invaluable tool in assessin;} roth the
capabilities am product of any applicant organization. It is a gJal of
NJSCA to ensure that all grant awlicants receive such an on-site
evaluation prior to the grant panel review session, so that the
infoonation may be brought to bear during the panel del iberatials.
Usually, panelists are required to ~0Im on-sites as a part of the total
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contract for professional smvices as a grant reY'iew panelist.
On-site evaluations by panel rrenbers am scheduled througto.rt. the year.
'n1ere are separate "Cil-Site Evaluation QJ.idel.ines- which explain the
~ s , resp:msibilities arrl procedures for on-site evaluations. '!be
evaluator will be contacted by RJSCA staff to schedule any and all
visits. Only those visits pre-arranged with NJSCA staff are eligible for
re.i.mbu:rsenent. 'nle evaluator will be provided with a CUlllent foxm an
which to record his or her ccmnents. ReintJurserrents will be made only
after 00th the fo:cn and the appropriate invoices am signed and retw:ned.
The Cowx:il also BTploys other sorts of evaluative tools, IAd1 as
finan:ial am terlODMnCe audits, INmagemer1t mxiits and other ccnsultant
:retX'rts, as the case or part.icular progrdm JMy be. 'lb3se frequently have
material bearing on grant cansideratials and are JMde ava; 1 able to

panelists.
];mlication Revietl 2f eourril Staff
The NJSCA always seeks to ·furxi the highest quality arts projects and
progxams. Carplete and articulate awllcations help the panels arrl
Council aliJce as~s and identify the very best. 'nle Ccunc:il en:ourages
prospective ~l.icants to d.i.scu.ss their proposals with the apptOftt~te
staff person well in advan:.-e of deadlines so that the best possible
applications can be re:::e1ved and reviewed. When awlicatia1s are
:received, they are first logged in and then reviewed by staff only for
content CCJTFleteness. Staff may request additional infonnation of an
applicant i f deerred mcessary. Staff is not, however, restXJllSible for
deteI:mi.ning either the eligibility of the applicant or the zrerits of the
protX)5al. All assessnents of that nature are the responsibility of panels
and ~il.

eoun:il Staff F'un:tions at Panel

Meeti.ms

Because Ccun:il staff DleIJt:e.rs, llJce panelists, are experts in their
respective fields, questions frequently arise alxJUt their role in the
panel evaluation ptcx::ess anj at panel sessions. Essentially, NJSCA staff
nenbers are present at panel rreetings to facilitate discussion.
Generally, it is also staff's role to assist awlicants in preparing
awlications and to assist panel~ in their deliterations blt only

through the provision of rerti-rent aro factual information required to
make infox:rred evaluations. AcXii tionally, staff can help clarify
guidelines, Council p:>licy aro fu1rli.ng priorities am can answer questions
regarding established prcx:edures. Staff may not, however, voice opinion
on specific grant applications, the awlicant organizations or an
individual awlicant s artistry. It is the exclusive role of panelists to
render these kinds of qualitative assessrrents based upon the sul:m:itted
applications, support materials and an-site evaluations.
I

Frequently, Council JJSl'lben; attem panel maetings as obse:rvers arrl as
representatives to the ccmnittee of Courcil that will receive the panel
evaluations. '!his practice st.renqthens lines of camunications between
panels and Coun:::il. COun:il m:mbers' role, though, like staff 's, is oot
to engage in evaluation of applications mr to offer opinions; the sarre
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code of ethics regarding conflict of interest that govems panelists is
enforced for ~il nenbers (see Panelist Functions at Panel Meet.inJS).

Panel ists fun:tions at Panel Meetings
Panelists are charged with evaluating each application assigned usin] the
funding priorities, evaluation criteria, fcmns, and systems established
for the particular program. Based solely up:m the infOIlllat.ia1 contained
in the awlication, its attached SUf{Xlrt material and in any an-site
evaluation(s), previous audits or consultant lOE4X'XtLs, panelists rate each
application both in specific areas am overall. 'ale farwcst
consideration is always artistic e.xr=ellence. ~, organizational
applicants are also evaluated. on operational SCJUrCless, mx1j en:e ~
arx:i deronstrated need. Other areas may be coosidered deperxiinq on the
nature of the program am stated criteria. As each appli.cati.al is
discussed, roth favorable and critical panel a:allients are nu:u:ded, a:n:i A
consensus on than is sought. Each panelist then votes. A rurericAl
systan is generally erployed in which a vote of CD:! (1) ,u=p:cesents the
very highest rating arrl, as such, except.i..ana1. Ireri.t. 'nle average of all
panelists votes becares the awlication s overall rating. 0Jnsensus
CUtllents hecate a pe:cmanent part of the grant file and are DBde ava j l abJ e
to the awlicant whether or not the applicatial is funded.
I

tise

'nle Coun:il will
all of this infOIJ'l1ation in making the ultimate mi
difficult decisials regardinq furrlinq and the conferring of other awards.
Panelists shoold LBiiE!lJiJer that the total annmt requested a..1Dcst always
exr::eeds the anount available, and that often the aacunt ava;] ahJ e is DJt
known until well after the panel delibe:rations.
For all organizational grant categories the NJSCA secures the servi.ces of
non-voting panel Lep:cesentatives. Bein; a panel I:epreSentative LeqUireS

that one assist nom actively in achieving panel consensus, maintain
cogent mtes on discussion, ancI. be prepared to present information
d.iIectly to all pertinent cam\i.ttees of Coun:il i f necessary.
Because the WSCA seeks to fcmn the highest calibre panels, inevi.bbly
panelists are arrong the Jrost active persons CULl."el1tly engaged in the
arts. '!he Couocil is, 00wever, extraTely an::emed to identify and avoid
all p:>ssible conflicts of interest. Panelists rrust, then:fore, be alert
to avoid any action that p:>5sibly could be interpreted as or even just
appear to be a use of the panel~t IX>Sition to further their own inteLe5tS
or those of organizations with which they are affiliated. A panelist DUSt
leave the 10CITl during the discussion and vote on the awlication of an
organization with which he or she is affiliated or one with which it may
be argued that the panelist 5 organization is in CUIp:ti.tion. Also, each
panelist nust file a statarent outlining his or her arployment and
interests (fi.nan:ial or otherwise) in organizations eligible for NJSCA
su~rt.
The Council's Code of Ethics further details the stan:iards of
behavior appropriate for panelists. Each panelist nust sign the attached
page acJm::Jwledging receipt and urrlerstaIrling of tmse teJ::ms as corxiitioo
of participation.
I
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Panel recallleJmtions are refen:ed to the appropriate camc:il camdttee,
usually the Grants Ccmnittee. The ccmni.ttee reviews all applications,
panel rankings &'Xi consensus carnents in consideration of the total f\mds
available. 'n1e ccmnittee in tu:m rrakes nlCUillerxiations to the full
Council, which votes on the awards in fonnal session. All matehi.ng grants
are voted oot at the Cowx:il' s annual meetinq em the fourth 'I\lesday of
each July. Other program awards may be made at other tilres during the
year. Applicants are fomally notified of Coun::il decisions.
'!be actual award or denial of funds is the Coorx:ll's n:spalSibillty. All
fund.ing is contingent ~ the availability of fums, mxi as uentioned
before, total funds requested usually exceed total furds avai..lable.
Panelists smuld tty to divtm:e themselves fran the notial that a
particular ranking or cument will result in a particul.ar level of
fund.ing. Rather, they sOOuld COJ~trate an providing the Ccurx:il with
the fullest, fairest am clearest p:JSsible a.ssessuents at which the
Council's decisions can be based.

Confidentiality
While all Ccurv:il meetings are corxmcted as qen, proHe sessions so that
interested ~ may attend am absel:ve, grant awllcation panel review
sessions are clos9d in order to protect the priwcy of the applicant am
to praicte frank am open discussion. It is i.rq;x:IrtmIt to lOaienber that
panel evaluations ccnstitute serious professional advice, hIt are mt
bi.nding on the Couocil. '!he awropLi.ate curmittee of the Courx:il, which
receives the panel recullleadations first, is lOesponsible for fcmni..r¥J final
ra::.uillendations to the full Coun:il, am t}x)se :teCUIuexdations elm and do
at tiJres differ fran panel c:cnsensus. 'nlerefm:e, panelists DIJSt avoid
ever representinq or ~ing to n:pLesent the will of the Cowl::il
DUSt keep confidenti..al the substmr:e of the panel' 8 raXllIIex datial.
Li)(ewise, the Council keeps confi.denti.al the mmes of all panelists
participating in a given year until after the annamcerrent. of Coun:il
awaJ:ds. '.Ihi..s protects then fran p:lSsible attarpts to influence their
decisions or elicit infOIJ'llatian atout the panel's evaluations prior to the
anrnmcenent of award.

am

'!be consensus of the panel, including roth favorable arx:i critical
callients, is conveyed in writing to the awlicant within the :txxiy of an
award or rejection letter. If aJ! organizational applicant is penni.tted to
appeal a Coun:il funding decision, the awlicant nust dencnst.rate fran
those consensus ccmrents that the panel, and herx::e, the Courx:il,
misurrlerstood or misinterpreted the contents of ~ awlication. '!be
actual individual panelist coment sheets, on which are also recorded the
votes, are ·incolOpOrated into the IMSter files of the respective
applicants. An awlicant is free to view the master file at any tine
after the funding decision is annourced. All of these Feints umerscore
how i.nqxlrtant it is that a panelist provide CUlUents that are clear,
legible, focussed, relevant, concise and well-reasoned. A panelist sl'x:luld
strive to make his or bar caments as faetually-based., as objective, as
constructive and as non-inflamnatm:y as p:lSsible. It is further expected
that a panelist's vote am pattern of voting will be consistent with the
panelist'S recorded camentaJ:y. It is a ~il cbjective that applicants
learn fran the c:cmrents lrIw to inprove their organizations am their
future awlications.

NJSCA
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previously, the panel review process has direct bearing on
future Council p:>licy-rMkinq. It provides the can:il with insight into
the camon challenges faced by the constit:ueIq, the constituerx:y' s
overall strengths ard weaknesses, the changing marketplace, TerI trems and
I1f!OW m::xiels for success.
It also provides direct feedback on the various
supfOrt programs themselves, how well or poorly they are working, the
effectiveness arrl adequacy of ~licies en force, and the panel prcx:ess
itself. 'Illere have been nunerous instan=es in which parel.s CQllleIlts and
reculllerxiations have resulted in changes of guidelines ard even
establ.i.sbtent of entirely I1f!OW categories of SlJRX)rt. Along with several
other soo.roes of input, such as su:rveys, sP xH es, and public hearings,
panel CUllleIlts contriblte greatly to the on-q::>ing ~ planninq effort.
As stated

I

Again, tlx:lugh, panelists nust beware that when maki.nq :recalileudations and
rat.inqs an applications, it is the ~i1' s cw:rent. p::>licies, proceitlT'eS
and evaluation criteria which nust be followed.
Ji::>noraria

'!be Council offers panelists a flat fee hon:Jrarium governed by a
·professional services contract specifying all t:.eI:m9 and candi.tions of
service In accardance with State of New Jersey pn:chase procedures I the
CouIY=i1 utilizes invoices to process paym3I1ts and cDes so only after the
seJ:Vi.ces are reJdeLed. It requires between six (6) and eight (8) weeks
for payment to be processed orv:e the signed invoice is received aId
services are rerxiered. '!be h:>norarium !MY be witirlrawn if a panelist
fails to atterrl a panel neeting, if it is deteD:nined that insufficient
written ~t an the grants assigned has been received or i f it is
dete.Imined that a panelist has failed to live up to the teDn9 and
conditions of service. '!be Executive Director will auth:>rize ~
based Utxm the recx::alliendation of the app:ropriate staff person flLU:tL&Jl
coordinator.
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O=canizac~ans

Evalua~ion C~ecklist

'JljJ
c.

0

8199~

Quali~v

of ~he artists presented and claritv of curatorial vision for
the overall season.

Please discuss the 1990-91, 1991-92, and upcoming 1992-93 seasons with
the applicant.
o

o
o

What is the vision behind the programming choices?
How are programming choices made?
How does the 1993-94 season for which the applicant is
seeking funding evolve from the prior seasons?

2.

Demonstration of an innovative approach to programmina for the sake of
the a~ and the artistic growth of the ccmmunity.

3.

Presentation of emera~na, lesser known, culturallv diverse, and/or
experimental American a~ists of the hiahest artistic level.
o
o

o

4.

Evidence of artistic leadership within the community, region, or
nation.
o
o

o

s.

How do these artists fit the curatorial vision of the season?
How are these particular artists selected?
Are these artists afforded the same support (technical.
marketing, public contact, etc.) as other artists in the
season?

How does the organization serve the cultural needs in its
community/region?
How does the organization partner with other organizations
or otherwise evidence a~istic leadership?
How have audiences changed/grown over the last several
seasons?

Abilitv to present artists well.
Responsibility toward artists.
including the environment and conditions in which the artists work and
the percentage of budget alloca~ed to a~ists fees.
If you attend a performance, please consider the following issues:
o
o
o
o
o

Front of house, ushers, program notes, opening welcome,
composition of audience.
Technical support before and during the performance.
Quality of the overall support for the artist (talk to the
artists(s) if possible).
Quality of the work.
Pre- and post-performance activities.

Please speak with audience memDers if po.sible about the event and the
organization.
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6.

Abilitv to
o

o

7.

attra~

broad audiences for hiah crualitv work. incluc!.ina:

Commitment to underserved areas and populations.
Demonstration of partnerShip with community through
programming activity and actions designed to include a broad
range of cultural and ethnic groups and spec~al
constituencies.

Educational activities. where apDroDriate.
Please try to attend any educational/community activities scheduled by
the organization prior to or following performances.
If there is a
specific individual who coordinates these activities, try to spend
some time with that person to discuss the programs, goals, etc.
o
o
o

o
o

Relation of specific activity to the overall programming of
the organization.
Quality of the activity/materials used.
Knowledge/experience/skills of the coordinator.
Participation of collaborating organization(s) in the
planning and carrying out of the activity.
Future plans/goals.

8.
History of stable manaqement, includinq generation of income throuah
ticket sales, where aocroDriate.
o
If there have been any sizable fluctuations in the
organization's budget, please discuss.
o
What challenges do the recession and cutbacks in private and
public monies pose for the organization? How will these
challenges be met?

[ I ~:.
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DANCE PROGRAM PRESENTER SITE VISIT FORM

Consultant's Name

------------------------------

Par"; I
1.

Name of FaciEty
-=City/state
----_--_---Date seen
Name of presenting organization
Company / art is t seen

_
__
_

2.

Please briefly describe the theater, including its location (urban
setting, college campus, etc.) and also comment on whether the
facility was suitable for this performance.

3.

What was the technical caliber of the presentation (e. g., lights,
sound, etc.)?

4.

What was the approximate size and composition of the audience?

5.

How smoothly were front-of-house-arrangements handled (e. g., picking
up tickets, finding one's seat, handicapped access, etc.), and was
sufficient information (e.g., program notes, progam changes, etc.)
provided to the audience about the performance?

6.

To your knowledge, is this presenter providing creative leadership
in the community/region? If you feel able to comment, please
elaborate.

7.

Please state anything else you wish to note about this presenter or
about your experience as an audience member at this presentation.
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Part II--TELEPHONE RESPONSES FROM PRESENTER AND ARTISTS
In answering the questions below, please give the names of the artists
you contact and the approximate date(s) of their engagement(s) with the
presenter.
Use an additional sheet to write your responses if necessary.
A.

Question to ask the applicant:
We are planning to contact some of the artists/companies you
have presented to ask them about their artistic, technical and
financial experiences while working with you.
If you have comments
about working with any artists or compan:es on your series (i. e., a,
particularly successful or unsuccessful engagement or residency,
contractual difficulties, technical problems, etc.) I please
describe.

B.

Questions to ask artists:
Artist contacted
---~~----:----------~----Oates of engagement
with presenter
___

,

1.

2.

Was there anything particularly noteworthy (either positive or
negative) about your experience with this presenter?

In what capacity were you engaged by the presenter?
Check all that apply:
__one-night
__commissioning
__teaching residency

multi-night
---master class(es)
:==other (please explain)

In relation to each of these checked, please elaborate on the
quality of the arrangements and preparations made by the presenter.

2

Part IIB--Questions to artists (cont'd.)
3.

a. Did the presenter provide the appropriate technical information
and a technical contact person in advance of the performance? b.
Did the presenter provide the personnel, equipment and appropria~e
spaces in accordance with your agreement? c. Did the presenter
dispatch your fee in accordance with the contract?

4.

Were you aware of the presenter's pUblicity and marketing tor your
event? Was it adequate? Was there anything outstanding about it
(e. g., radio spots, feature article)? If so, what?

5.

Did you notice attendance (i. e., sold-out, full house,
half-full, sparse)?

6.

What sort of contact did you have with the community?
prepared for by the presenter?

7.

Briefly, what was your overall experience with this presenter?

How was it

If you can, please rate using the scale below.
Exceptional

Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Can't Rate
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NEH JERSEY STATE COUNCIL ON THE kR':'S
ON-SITE EVALUATION WORKSHEE~
VISUAL ARTS ORGANIZATIONS

Or-G;'J:: Z;'.':' I

c:-:-y

ON

-----------------

0:

~:S:'r

_

_

/~Ch'H

::':'LE OF EXnIBITION

__

DIREC~OR/CCRATOR

-----------------

GALLERY/EXH!E!~!ON SPACE:

::.
2
3
4
5
6

D;'~E

1.

_

2.

_

3.

.

4•

__

(circle one)

audito:-ium
gallery (include museum gallery)
outdoor
outdoor - covered
other space
cOmbination

EXHIBITION ELIGIBILITY (circle one)
1
2
3
4

invitational
open
j uried
members only
ENTRY FEE (if applicable)

?RIZES (circle one)
1
2
3
4

5

:!loney
purchase awards
ribbons
other
none

COM1lISSION
The percent of sales commission retained for eXhibition.
!'lone
1.

Enter 0 if

When :-eviewing the exhibi~ion, attempt to gather artis~ic policy and
direction from personnel and written material. Record any difference you
observe between pol~cy and actual ongoing ac~ivi~y.
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ADD:TIONAL SPACE IS PROVIDED ON THE BACK OF THIS PAGE
C~:-S:~:

EVAL~ATICN

WORKSHEE~

-

V~SUA~

page _

ARTS ORGAN:ZA:IONS

Re~~ew t~e ca~alogue (a~~ach to wc~ksheet) and nc~e p=ofess~onal ~al~~Y ~:
F==se~ta~:or. a~= c=~~ur.ity/c~=;==a~e support of c=ga~izatic~.
T&
a;;~ica~le, tas N~SCA/Depa=t~e~~ c: S~ate Sponso=ship bee~ tighli~~~e:?

J.

Wh€~

reviewing the exhibition, please note the following:

A) :s the exti~itio~ p=ofessicna:ly p=esented? (Note
:abelling cf work, other curatorial aspects).

selec~ion,

hanging,

B) :oes the extibiticn accomplish its intention?
C) :s high a=tistic quality evident? Is the quality consistent?

4.

Note any additional highlights of visit; i.e., handling of emergencies,
special handicapped needs/featu=es; attentiveness of staff, etc.

_. Desc=ibe any special conce=ns/observaticns you have about any
vis:~.

Evaluator's Code Number
(Social Security NUmber)

aspec~

of

yc~~

Date

FYl.993 NJSCA OOGANIZATION GRANr

EVALUATI~
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FORM

FOR GENERAL 0P2RATllG SUPPORT AND
SPECIAL PRD.ID:T SUPPCRl'

ORGANIZATION:

NUMBER:

DISCIPLINE:

_

_ EVALUATOR ceDE:

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENr:

1

2

3

4

Lowest
5

Abstain
A

FINAL ASSESSMENI':

1

2

3

4

5

A

Highes~

EVALUATIVE co.~:
constrUCtive manner.

Please rerremter to frane critical

CCJrJUrent.s

in a

1. The ability of the applicant to deronstrate (1) fulfillrrent of a clearly
sta'ted mission, (2) high artistic quality in the organization's program or
project, and. (3) leadership in its field?

2. Assess the soundness of the organization and its ability to implement the
program or project as exhibited through a reasonable budget, approt:Oriate
planning, resp:lnsible governance, adequacy and effective use of human resources,
breadth of supt:Ort, and. financial stability and respons.ibility .

3. Evalua~e the ways ~~~ ~~e c~~lic=nt'5 ?~~ams o~ proj~=~s ~e~:=it ~~ple
and t..'1e PrtXFam' s or ~::'8jec:' s ~el~t.':c:'.sniD t~ the cC':Jlic=.."':~'s c::IT!!'!'.l.,u:-cy, it.s
audiences and service ::-egion.
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4. Assess the cClJlr.l..:.Tl.ity interest in ~d/or derronstrated need for the
program, projea and funding.

5. Evaluate the applicant's derronstrated camtitrrent to and ability to
achieve artistic excellence ; accessibility of its programs, projects and
facilities; and accountability and the arts as basic to education (for
groups applying in that category).

Please note any areas of concern not covered
!X'ints above.

~

the five criteria

J
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Organizational Grant Evalua'C.ion Fonn - page 3
From the information suhnitted., does it appear that the applicant
organization is: .

a) Ccmposed primarily of minority persons?
b) By miss ion foc:uso?d on the artistry or art

fonns of a minority culture(s)?
C) Primarily focused. on serving the needs of

culturally diverse audiences?

_ _ yes

no

_ _ yes

no

_ _ yes

no

------------ ,---

ADDITIONAL rnFORMATION:

separate fran the evaluation criterion and process, your input to the
following will provide the Council with valuable info=mation. The Coun:::il
has many im:erests, and has enumerated these in the grant guidelines.
Please indicate if and in what ways this applicant is serving those
.interests as follows:
1). Employing NJ artists?

_

2). Producing works by NJ artists?

_

3). Producing new works?

_

4). Preserving art forms and cultural heritage?

_

5). PraTOting cultural diversity?
6). Prcm:::>ting arts education?
7). 1'1.aking programs

ac~essible

_
to persons with disabili.ti.es?

8). Reaching out "to uncie::-served. corrmuni.ties?

_

_

9). Providing OtrE::- rrodels of ex=ellence, accessibility or accountability?
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June: 17, 1992
Ms. Debbie HollErback
WJZE-100 Radio
5321 First Place, N.E.
Washington, D.C.
20011

Baltimore's Festival
of the .w. Inc.
21 South Euuw Street
BaJumore. Man'land 2120 I
'! 10·3%-1)/)
FAX 41O-727-i84Q

Dear Ms. Hollerback,
Mayor Kurt L. Schmoke and the city of Baltimore celebrate " a
decade dedicated to the arts" with the lOth Anniversary of ARTSCAPE
on July 17, 18 and 19.
Tnis annual arts festival is a unique
presentation of music, visual arts and literary works. Activities
will take place fro~ 6 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. on Friday and 12 noon 
10:30 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday. Visual Arts exhibitions are
present~d in the Historic B & 0 Train station at the Maryland
Institute, Colleg~ of Art. Music entertainment and literary works,
~ncluding film,
wi~l take place on outdoor stages and in concert
halls th~~ughout eight festival blocks in the Mt. Royal area. Also
this year, 25 restaurants will offer a cornucopia of food delights
cover ing a ~e!lU from Andouille to sZechuwan!!
All ARTSCAPE
activities are tree-to-~he-public and completely accessible.
Last year, despite 105 degree temperatures, ARTSCA~E attracted
almost one million people from the Mid-Atlantc region. Each yea~
v~sual and literary artists from the Maryland and Washington D.C.
a~eas ~re invited to participate and the highest quality national,
regional and local perfromance entertainers are contracted for the
festival. Grover Washington, Jr., Cleo Lane and Billy Kemp are a
few of the entertainers who have participated in
previous
festivals. This year ARTSCAPE is anxious to introduce Gladys
Knigh~, Tammy Wynette,
the Stanley Jordan Trio and many more
musical p~rformers.
As in the past, local radio stations are invited to introduce
musical groups representing their format entertainment. We would
like a representativ~ from WJZE-100 to emcee the Progressive Jazz
presentn~ion this
year, J imroy Wilson's "Fastlife. II
It is an
8pportunity for your station to reach many potential listeners in
the Mid-Atlantic area. It is also an opportunity to see and enjoy
the scope of the arts presented at ARTSCAPE.
Thank you and I look forward to hearing f,:om you.
contact me at 410-336-4575 for more information.
sincerely,

Jane Vallery Davis
Direc~c~ of ~evelopment and Public Relations

Please.
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Report for Art Marketplace
Artscape's first "Art Marketplace" was very well
received by the artists who participated and the visitors
who came to find affordable artwork. Artists who had chosen
not to participate were disappointed that they had not
accepted the invitation and were anxious to find out how to
join next year's event. There were very few negative
comments from artists or guests. Everyone thought Art
Marketplace was well organized and executed. Because the
agreement contract was very explicit about what the
management was responsible to supply to the artist vendors,
any problems they encountered were self-inflicted.
The location was excellent. Fox Stage drew a crowd to
the area and the Marketplace became a thoroughfare for large
numbers of people going to the Fox Building exhibits. Crowd
traffic seemed heaviest during the mid-afternoon,
2 - 5 p.m., and early evening, 6:30 - 8 p.m. The vendors
noted that it was especially convenient to be able to drive
one's vehicle to the designated space, unload, and park a
short distance away. The size of the individual spaces was
adequate for all of the artists. Because of the shape of the
parking lot, the original size of each space increased to a
10' front with an approximately

20' depth, including the

grassy area to the fence or brick wall.
Everyone was very happy with the price of the booth
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rent. Even though art pieces may be more expensive, it was
assumed that artists would not sell as much as other vendors
at the festival. Those who did sell were balanced by those
who sold nothing. However, all the artists felt that the
opportunity for exposure to such a large audience, and to
other artists, was well worth the cost of the rent. Only one
artist complained that he did not think there was enough
signage around the festival to make the Marketplace obvious.
There was a good mix of visual art forms present at
the Marketplace, although one or two probably should have
been included in the crafts section. A few artists made the
comment that next year, when more artists apply for spaces,
the quality standard for acceptance as a vendor will
probably have to be increased. It is important, however, to
remember to keep the price of the artwork at an affordable
price for type of audience that is present.
Some general comments made by the artist vendors for
next year's planning were to advertise the presence of Art
Marketplace more prolifically and to clarify in ads the
difference between the crafts area and Art Marketplace. It
would also be helpful to have more lighting in the area and
to have an overnight guard to watch stands and tents 
artwork removed. All the artists know that festival is not
responsible for theft.
Everything ran smoothly for a first run event. There
were no major problems and minor questions that came up were
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quickly resolved. It might be suggested to establish a time
by which everyone must be set-up, or at least to have the
car unloaded and removed from the immediate area. 8:30 is a
good time to start breaking down, and even a little earlier
on the last night. Without lighting in the area, it is a
good idea to have cars out of the area before the crowd
starts to congest on the way out. If artists wanted to leave
early on Sunday, they could bring their cars alongside
Marketplace in the street or in the Fox parking lot and pass
their paraphanelia over the fence of wall.
Working the Marketplace was an enjoyable experience.
It is good to have a general knowledge of what is going on
at the different areas of the festival. Especially know on
which stage the performers will be located. Several people
wanted to know how and the price they could become craft and
food vendors for next year. Next year advise the Marketplace
manager to bring a chair, a cooler, find the shadiest tree,
and just enjoy everything.
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1.

c. Slianafian

Watercofors
2535 (jrtDfL ~oa4, 'BtJ/J{w;n,

Sumfe
MizrJ- 21013
(410)-557-9701

July 20, 1992

Mr. Gary Kachadourian
Visual Arts Coordinator
Baltimore's Festival of the Arts, Inc.
21 South Eutaw Street
Baltimore, Maryland, 21201
Dear Mr. Kachadourian:
Just a note to let you know my son, Joe, and I both enjoyed our participation in your Fine Arts
Marketplace. The opportunity to display our work publicly at such a widely attended event was I
profitable for both of us.

I also wanted to call to your attention the excellent support provided by your on site Manager,
Michael. He was always available to be of assistance in any way he could, and was very helpful
and cCH>perative.
We would appreciate being included in the Marl<etplace next year if you repeat it next year.

~.
l "

...
/SP7i47re(i;'Y'
."

L

1
l'

Irma Shanahan
v

"

'--
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VITA

Michael Callender was born on October 8, 1949, in
Baltimore, Maryland. He graduated from Towson State
University in 1971 with a Bachelor of Arts Degree in
Biology. While pursuing his interests in Dance and Art
History, he worked as a hospital Medical Technologist in the
Baltimore-Washington area. In 1987, he moved to New Orleans
where he held a position as the art cataloger for a local
auction house. To enhance his career he enrolled in the Arts
Administration Masters Program at the University of New
Orleans in January of 1990 and will successfully complete
this course of study in December of 1992.

Mr. Callender is

currently working in New Orleans at the Contemporary Arts
Center.
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